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ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.
Sister Benedicta from the
Hawaiian Islands is at the
The reunion of the Laymen's mother house of the Franciscan
Retreat Guild scheduled for next Sisters at Syracuse attending
Sunday at the Blessed Gabriel the provincial chapter. Sister
Monastery, Brighton, has been Benedicta has had charge of the
postponed to a date which will children of leprous parents for
be announced later.
the last thirty-one years. AlConvent,
though
Watshe has passed the threeIn the Ursuline
she is still acrecently
milestone,
score
erford, Ireland, which
good
its
centenary
of
tive
in
health.
and
celebrated the
foundation, the May devotion to
It is a mistake to think that
the Blessed Virgin was first the colored people make indifpractised in Ireland. Later it ferent Catholics. Father Elliott
was popularized in Waterford declares that all who know them
city.
best testify that the colored
Mr. Floyd Keeler, until re- Catholics compare favorably
cently an Episcopalian minister, with white Catholics.
"The
has gone to Graymoor, home of Josephite Order has served
the Society of the Atonement in them now for many years," he
New York, with his wife and says, '' and the Fathers are one
three children, and will take and all enthusiastic in praise of
charge of the order's new indus- them."
trial farm.
"We are of one mind in deIn the great basilica of Notre fending our holy religion," said
Dame dc Fourvieres which rises Joseph Frey, national president
so magnificently like a fortress of the Central Verein, in his ancrowning the city of Lyons, nual report to the recent convenFrance, was celebrated recently tion in New York.
"Though
the centenary of the foundation we are prone to cherish the cusof the Marists.
toms and views of our ancestors,
all race contrasts must disyet
Thomas J. Clarke, the Irish
appear
in our mutual endeavors
patriot, executed during the revfor
the
honor and liberty of the
olution, left the sum of $15,500
Church."
for the relief of the poor in DubIn the early spring Georgelin. His widow, Mrs. Clarke,
turned the bequest over to the town University will build the
Irish Volunteer dependent fund. first of the group of buildings
on the
A greater development of the for the preparatory school
has
been
ninety-acre
tract
which
plan
is
K. of C. national lecture
Rockville,
Md.
acquired
near
expected by Supreme- Master of
$115,000,
This
structure
will
cost
the Fourth Degree John H. Reddin. Arrangements will likely and is the central one of the
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the United States. Two letters
from John Gilmary Shea to
Archbishop Spalding, dated New
York, Dec. 22 and Dec. 27, 1865,
respectively, acknowledge the
Archbishop's permission to use
the letter on its safe arrival in
New York. It is thought that
Mr. Shea returned it, along with
one of the one hundred copies he
printed. Distinctly, there are
no suspicions of its having been
lost on its New York trip. But
where is it ? Who has it ? It is
fasting and barefooted.
Amongst these latter was an old a document so dear to American
lady of eighty-five, who came Catholics that it should be read.
And what is more, it should be
from Roscommon.
Sermons returned
to its rightful possessor
were delivered in Irish and Eng?the Archbishop of Baltimore.
nine to be erected, which, when
completed, will form one of the
finest institutions of learning in
the United States.
The pilgrimage to Croagh
Patrick this year exceeded all
expectations. Some 20,000 pilgrims were present on the summit of the mountain at the Mass
of Supplication and Thanksgiving, while 2,000 persons received
Holy Communion at the earlier
Masses, having made the ascent

lish.

The Ancient Order of Hibernians, of Indiana, will fit up a
section in the new Notre Dame
university library with Irish literature, history and antiquities.
This generous offer was accepted
by Father Cavanaugh, president
of the university, last week.

The A. O. H., who were in convention in South Bend, Ind., visited the university in a body and
were entertained by Father
Cavanaugh at that time. The
president was elected an honorary member in the A. O. H.
Eleven Catholic institutions

in Greater Boston receive bequests of $100 each by the will of
the Rev. Joseph H. Gallagher,
for many years pastor of St.
Patrick's Church, Roxbury.
They are: Little Sisters of the
Poor, House of the Good Shepherd and Home of the Angel

RECENT DEATHS.

The prayers of our readers
are requested for the repose
of the soul of Mrs. Mary
Manion, Hartford, Conn., who
died last month. She was for a
long time a subscriber to the Review.

Mother Mary Juliana Washington, formerly Mother Prefect
of the Ursuline Sisters, Arcadia,
Mo., died recently. She was a
daughter of the late Hon. John
Nicholson Washington, mayor of
Newbern, N. C, graduate of
Vale, and educator, whose grandfather was an uncle of General
George Washington. John Nicholson Washington was a devout
convert to the Church, and, besides Mother Juliana, gave one
other daughter to religion in the
person of Mother Anne Washington, also of the Ursulines.
When Scannell O'Neill was
gathering material for an article
on the Catholic Washingtons,
Mother Juliana helped him with
information concerning her family. Her brothers, sisters, and
their children are all Catholics.
It will surprise many to know
that the most direct descendants
to-day of the Washington family
are Catholic.

Guardian, Roxbury; St, Mary's
Infant Asylum and Lying-in
Hospital, Dorchester; Working
Boys' Home, Newton; Academy
of the Assumption, Wellesley;
Carney Hospital, St. Elizabeth's
Hospital, St. Vincent's Orphan
Asylum and Home for Destitute
May their souls and all the souls
Catholic Children, Boston, and
the Holy Ghost Hospital, Cam- of the faithful departed through
the mercy of God rest in peace.
bridge.

A very precious document is
missing from the archives of the SAN JOSE INN WILL KEEP OPEN
barrington.r. i. UNTIL LATE FALL
This is Beautifully Located
Baltimore Cathedral.
on Narragansett Bay, bet.
& I'all River. Boating, bathing, home
the original letter of George Proviiler.ee
cooking, Electric Lights. Near church, car lines
Washington to the Catholics of etc. Address Mrs. M. Crossey, Barriugton, R. I
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suppose that true peace will be signed, a
peace which the Allies will be able to accept

with the joy of an entirely fulfilled task. I
a prophet, the future is in the hands
If Maine is, as the say- am not
God, but -if I had absolutely to make
of
ing has it, a barometric
The Maine
hypothesis I should be inclined to think
Election Results. State, then "the Dem- an
that the month of August, 1917, might see
ocratic party may well
the end of our memorable work."
look out for squalls at the coming presidential election. For Maine, following a
The second annivercampaign waged almost exclusively on nasary of the battle of
The French
tional issues, elected, last Monday, at its anthe Marne, which has
Celebrate the
nual election, a Republican Governor, two
been celebrated at difMarne.
Republican United States senators, and a
ferent points on the
solid Republican delegation from the four great battle front since Sept. 6, with simple
districts to thejnational House. There was but impressive ceremonies, culminated last
great elation at the Republican national headSunday in a pilgrimage to the battlefield of
quarters Monday night as soon as the re"the Fighters of the Marne," the first orturns from Maine began to come in. A ganized body of veterans of this great war.
score or more prominent leaders were on The veterans were escorted by other associhand and they .scanned the results closely. ations, comprising mustered out combatants
The first returns indicated a victory for the of 1914 and veterans of the war of 1870.
Republican gubernatorial candidate, Carl The great tomb of Neufmoutiers, marking
E. Milliken, of about 12,000, but later re- the last resting place of 135 men, the plain
turns caused the leaders materially to inbetween Chambray and Barcy, where 400
crease that estimate. The result (to them) tri-colored flags marked the spot where as
indicated a Republican year.
many heroes fell, the monument at Chambray, raised to the memory of the soldiers
In a thoroughly frank of the Army of Paris, and the cemeteries at
Austria Not
manner the Austro- Ertrepilly and Villeroy were covered with
Ready to
Hungarian minister of flowers.
M. Denis Cochin, Minister of
foreign affairs, Baron State, attended the ceremony at the CatheGive In.
Stephen Burian yon dral in Meaux, which was presided over by
Rajecz, discussed, this week, in an inter- Bishop Marbeau of Meaux, who was asview with the correspondent of the Asso- sisted by Cardinal LuQon, Archbishop of
ciated Press, the position of thedual mon- Rheims.
archy in the world-war, which, he said, had
been erroneously characterized by enemies
"It is not likely that
and certain neutrals as "unsatisfactory." Promises Britain Great Britain will
" Austria-Hungary is far from lying down, Will Not Budge. change her blacklist
as hoped by some," said the minister in a
policy at the request of
tone carrying conviction. "It is true we the United States," said Lord Robert Cecil,
would hail peace with joy, but not the sort minister of war trade, discussing last week
of peace our enemies would impose. So the possible. effect of recent American relong as we have to defend ourselves against taliatory legislation. To the Associated
those who want to take part of our territory, Press, Lord Robert said that a reply- to the
we naturally are unwilling to discuss peace, blacklist protest made by the United States
so long as we are also determined to hold out may be expected soon. Lord Robert, howand win. The thought that we are eager ever, declined to enter into the details of the
for peace on any terms originates probably contents of the reply beyond the statement
in minds hoping that such will become the that the principle embodied in British legiscase."
lation forbidding trading with an enemy
country is unlikely to be surrendered in any
As to talk of peace, of measure.
course no one expects
Sees the War
commanders
Argentinians of Irish
on either
Last Another
to
say
side
Year.
that their
The Irish in
blood seem to be as
particular side is going
much aroused over the
Argentina.
to lose. So expressions of opinion count for
recent events in Irelittle or nothing, and when the Russian Gen- land?the ferocity with which the rebellion
eral Brusiloff delivers himself as follows, the was put down and the breaking of faith with
necessary-qualifications should be made by regard to Home Rule-as their brothers-inthe reader: "The present war is a war blood in this country. Protest meetings
that it is impossible for us to lose, and al- have been held in various cities and antithough a huge work remains to be accom- British resolutions have been passed without
plished, its successful result is already in the interference of the Government. The
our hands. The game is already won. I Declaration of the Irish Republic has been
said so two years ago, and I did not change read under the monuments of South Amerimy mind ono year ago when the penury of can revolutionists who established republics.
ammunition obliged us to undergo great The Irish-Argentines have been foremost in
trials. We must consider that for the Allies the agitation for Irish freedom and the Irish
the present war can be compared to a lot- colors were worn in the great celebration of
tery, in which every number has to win, only the first centenary of Argentina. A collecwe must go on until the end and not have tion is being taken up by the South Amerithe weakness to think about a premature can Irish Committees for the relief of the
peace. Now you will ask me when one may rebel families and victims in Ireland.

One measure of relief
in these days of high
cost is to be chronicled
- the stamp tax on
documents is dead.
Hereafter bonds,
stocks, promissory notes, bills of lading,
conveyances, powers of attorney, deeds,
shipping receipts, insurance policies, Pullman and parlor car tickets, telegrams, and
telephone calls in excess of fifteen cents
may be transferred, manipulated, or delivered without resort to the little stamp which
has brought millions to the United States
treasury, and untold annoyance to equal
numbers of enforced users. It is figured
that the munitions tax and increased income
tax will amply cover the deficit created by
the demise of the stamp tax. It should be
added that this relief applies also to cosmetics and beautifiers intended for the hair,
skin, mouth and teeth, including powder,
rouge, perfumery, washes and even chewing gum.
One Measure of
Relief.

The outlook in regard

British Cotton
Shortage.

to future supply of raw
cotton for the great

Lancashire mills is serious, according to Chairman Hutton of the

council of British cotton-growing associations. Mr Hutton says:"The demands
of the world for cotton are going to increase,
and particularly in America, which country,
thanks to the war, is now getting a very
strong hold on the export trade. This means
that every year when supplies are short there
is going to be a scramble for cotton and we can
be sure that America will not go short and
that Great Britain as the next largest consumer will be the greatest sufferer. The
situation is one to cause the gravest anxiety.
I do not think one can exaggerate its
seriousness. Unless we can build up new
supplies in other parts of the world I can see
most serious losses facing the Lancashire
cotton trade, and it may be that Lancashire
will permanently lose a very large proportion of our expwt trade. If that should
happen many of our mills will have to close
and a large proportion of the populationmust
migrate."
The campus of St.
John' s Preparatory
College, Danvers, was
the scene of an impressive ceremony last
Danvers.
Sunday afternoonwhen
thousands of persons attended the dedication of the two new college buildings.
The exercises included addresses by the
Right Rev. Monsignor Michael J. Splaine of
Roxbury, the Right Rev. Monsignor A. J.
Teeling of Lynn and the Rev. Charles W.
Lyons, S. J., president of Boston College.
Monsignor Splaine also blessed the new
buildings and officiated at Benediction of the
Most Blessed Sacrament in the college
chapel. The gathering included many
clergy of the Boston diocese and many members of the order of Xaverian Brothers, who
conduct the institution.
New Building
Dedicated at
St. John's,

Cardinal Mercier will be sixty-five years
old on November 22 next. On ihat day
Belgians throughout the world are preparing
to honor him as a patriot and churchman.
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The Men of Easter Week.
"They fought like gentlemen," declares
the Catholic Standard and Times, of the
Irish insurgents of Easter week, "and they
were treated as wild beasts by a coldblooded military martinet."
»

»

»

Pestiferous Literature.
" The cheap magazines, that are so popular on account of their pictures, their
lively articles, and their price, are. now
making stronger and more open appeals to
the sex instinct by means of stories of passionate love and risky situations," says the
Catholic Columbian. "Theyare becoming
a pest."
»

*

*

Not Opposed to Pnblic Schools.
"It is wrong to say that Catholics are
opposed to the public schools," says the
Southern Messenger. '' They are not. They
think the public schools excellent in many
ways but they hold that the public schools
do not go far enough. Secular education
is a very desirable thing, but Catholics
want religious teaching as well, for religion
is to Catholics infinitely more important than
anything else on earth."

*

»

*

Community Conscience.

"Of course we cannot make men moral
by law," says the Pittsburgh Catholic, " but
we can stop men from doing things which

foster immorality in the community. We
can not stop them from privately tempting
others, but we can stop them from putting
great public temptations in men's way. We
want the suppression of all institutions
which flourish by making gain of vice."

»

«

*

Would Not Fool Himself Any Longer.
"Mr. Floyd Keeler of Kansas who rose
to be an Episcopalian archdeacon, dedicated
his Anglican days," says the Catholic Convert, " to an attempt to persuade his fellowEpiscopalians that they were Catholics. He
ran up against the Low Church Protestant
Majority, Bishops, clergymen, and the rest,
who repudiated his doctrine. It opened his
eyes and he was frank enough not to be
willing to fool himself any longer. He was
received two months ago into the Catholic
Church with his wife and children."

*
*
No Hyphen in this Man's Americanism.
"The only unhypenated American who
attended Catholic Week in New York City
was the Rev. Philip B. Gordon, the Chippewa Indian priest," says the Echo of Buf*

" He sprang a surprise when
appeared
at one of the sessions of the
he
Central-Verein and addressed the delegates
in German. Father Gordon acquired his
knowledge of German at the seminary at
Innsbruck, Tyrolese Austria, where he
studied two years."

falo, N. Y.
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columns of announcements of Catholic which Catholics could not approve and to
books. To-day you search in vain for a which they could not lend their co-operation.
publisher's announcement in the Catholic But there are sensible and useful movements
journal. Part of the blame for this lack to which we can lend our aid. And we are not

of support for Catholic writers is, in our doing our full duty unless we take our share
opinion, to -be laid at the doors of the of the burden of securing salutary reforms.
publishers who do not advertise their We must, however, be able to discriminate.
A craze for fads is worse than inaction; and
wares."
?
«
too many people mistake fads for real " up*
lift movements " because others call them
The Cream of Good Reading.
such.
At the same time, Catholic thought
Says the Catholic Citizen: " Josh Billings and Catholic moral teaching should
permeate
used to deliver a lecture on milk, which he and leaven movements for the general good.
began by saying: ' I have read much on
Catholic principles should be made known in
the subject of milk, and I have seen much order to
counteract the dangerous theories
on milk; but the best thing I have ever seen that
are brazenly put forth by ' advanced '
on milk is cream.' And this is the best uplifters.
Just now, the ' birth control
thing to see on any subject,?the cream of movement is popular. A few years ago it'
it. And it is precisely the cream of read- was eugenics and sex hygiene. Next year
ing that most people never get. You turn probably
it will be some new immorality adover the pages of a monster Sunday paper vocated under the guise of ' uplift.' We
to find a few articles here and there which must
be prepared to combat these moninterest you. But every page of your Cath- strosities as well as to give our co-operation
olic paper has articles appealing directly to what is of value in new movements."
to your interest and written from your
standpoint."
A TRIBUTE TO IRISH MISSIONARIES.

*

*

?

On Being Thankful.

" It seems difficult for human nature to be
grateful, or graceful?which is perhaps the
same thing?under a sense of obligation,"
says the Catholic Universe.
"Only the
most magnanimous souls are capable of a
gratitude untinged by resentment. To accept favors joyously and freely has for so
long been regarded as a kind of spiritual
extravaganceakin to the spendthrift's easy
dependence on the bounty of the provident,
that the fine virtue of thankfulness is often
alloyed by a strain of grudging and grievance. Insupportable to a small spirit is the
sense of insufficiency implied in the acceptance of help from another. Such souls take
?because dependence is the condition of
life?but without that generous recognition
of their debt which makes dependence itself
fine and honorable. They forget that to
give gratitude is also to tender a gift, a gift
by which recipient meets giver in free and
equal commerce."

*

«

*

Are You One of These ?
"There is a class of namby-pamby Catholics?every parish has its quota of them,"
says the Franciscan Herald, " devoted to
the frivolous pursuit of what is novel and
?

sentimental in religion as well as in other
things. They are ready to affiliate with
every pious society or confraternity just so
long as it is new, and they are prepared to
adopt any devotion if only they can find
It
therein something sweetly mawkish.
has been well said that what sufficed to sanctify the Apostles and the early Christians
should not beneglected or diluted by the faithful of modern times. Yet, it does sometimes
happen, as we may see with our own eyes,
that the great truths of religion are neglected for something that ie purely accidental, that sweetmeats are substituted for
solid food, and that pious practises which
are good in themselves are rendered enervating and dissipating by the multiplicity and

*
*
*
excess."
Blames the Publishers.
"We have often lamented the fact, "

»

..

»

*

says the Canadian Freeman," that Catho- Catholics and Social Movements.
Discussing the backwardness of Catholics
lics do not support their own writers. It
seems we are greater sinners in this re- in taking part in movements for social betgard than were our fathers, since an ex- terment, the True Voice of Omaha, says :
change assures us that half a century ago "Of course, many of the recent so-called
the Catholic papers used to carry several movements have been only immoral fads, of

The Right Rev. John T. Murphy, C. S.
Sp., was consecrated Bishop of Port Louis,
Mauritius, in the Pro-Cathedral, Dublin, on
Sunday, August 13. The Right Rev. George
A. Burton, D. D., Bishop of Clifton, England, preached the sermon, taking as his
text the words: "Hear the word of the
Lord, ye Gentiles, and tell it in the islands
that are afar off; and say, He that scattered
Israel shall gather him, and shall keep him
as a shepherd keepeth his flock." (Jer.
xxxi).
In the course of his sermon the Bishop
spoke as follows of the work of the Irish
missionaries:?
You, my Lord Bishop, upon whom the
Holy Ghost has just poured out and emptied
the horn of the priesthood's grace, belong
to a race that has known both how to gather
and to keep. No need for me to remind you
of your countrymen's achievements in the
fields of missionary enterprise in those remote days, when Ireland was in the van of
art and learning, when Columba and Columbanus, and Aidan, and Gallus, and Fridolin,
and Fursey and Kilian, and so many others,
carried the light of the Gospel from your
isle and spread it over Western Europe,
leaving traces of their labors that endure to
this present day. Neither need I point out
to you how, during the long, dark night
which lowered over your land, and which all
of us fondly hope will soon be dissipated for
ever, men and women, driven from their
homes on the green hills of Erin to seek
their very livelihood abroad, took with them
as the only possession left them, the bright
torch of the faith, and handed on the sacred
fire, which now flames on a thousand beacons in every portion of the globe. Your
race here, too, has kept its hierarchy, and
so, without doubt, largely for this reason,
Ireland is still Catholic to-day. Her Bishops and priests "were martyrs and confessors for the faith; they never fled when they
saw the wolf coming. Through all persecution, they kept unbroken the golden chain
of their succession. Every see had its pastor, every flock its priest; they were never
left as sheep without a shepherd. The faith
of the people was encompassed by pastoral
care; the shepherds knew their sheep by
name; the sheep knew their voice and followed them." How different might not
have been the story of English Catholicism,
what multitudes might not have been
guarded and kept in the faith, had we, like
you, retained our old Episcopate ! As it is,
we can but exclaim, as we look back upon
so much that is saddening in our history, on
our lack of union, our efforts ever baffled
and our hopes ever doomed to disappointment, '' Misericordiae Domini quia non sumus consumpti."
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THE SACKED EEABT REVIEW
ship in any society or any order does not
mean much.
"A judicious and not too rigid pensions
scheme that can be revised in the light of
experience will avert the mistakes and the
jobbery that have been too conspicuous in
the Civil War pensions system of the United
States," says the Spectator, by way of warning the powers that be. The United States
is frequently a warning to the perfect
British Empire.

217

and do not question it. Protestant journalists in England and elsewhere, misunderstanding the Pope's place in Catholic life,
Letting your light shine before men is
misinterpret his attitude and abuse him for
not the same thing as getting into the limenot taking sides. Stoddard Dewey writing
in the New York Evening Post from France
shows the difference in the point of view.
There is no such organization as the An"So far as the Pope is concerned," he
good
cient Order of Bluffs, but there are a
writes,
"the French Protestant journal,
people
might
well be charter
who
many
Temps,
he
thinks he was morally obliged to
anybody
members if
could be found to start
take
sides
officially.
Individual Catholics no
it.
more think so than did the German soldiers
One of the Review's friends in Ireland asking absolution of a French prie3t."
The English people we are told are discovering that their old cathedrals are places wanted to tell us something about the presto pray in. The English people knew that ent condition of affairs in that country, but
One of our non-Catholic contemporaries
fact once, but they lost track of it after the " the freedom for small nationalities " stood prints an item about a jury at Tacoma,
in the way; for the letter of this man who Wash., which recently found a man guilty
so-called Reformation.
holds a position of great responsibility in
Sacred Heart Review subscribers and Ireland, and who is not given to unconsid- of libelling George Washington, " the father
advertisers accustomed to making payments jered or radical utterances, was heavily of his country." The man in question had
through our late representative and agent, censored; and the letter as it reached us said that Washington was "a blasphemer,
slaveholder, and an inveterate drinker."
Mr. John O'Connell, will please hereafter was of very little value as a communication, a
The
comment our non-Catholic contemposend their money direct to this office.
although as an object lesson in other things
rary makes on this incident is: "It doesn't
it was highly illuminating.
pay to use violent language even about a
We see that the idea of a " dress up week
city
As if the teachers of the
of New York man so long dead as George Washington."
is spreading. Will nobody start a " pay up
already
enough
to do, a new system of But supposing the man had been an antiweek ?" Editors would welcome it. It had not
hygiene
and health instruction to be inaugu- Catholic lecturer, and that he traduced the
might serve to remind forgetful subscribers
rated this year will give them more employ- character not of a dead president but of a
of something they have long overlooked.
ment for their spare moments if they living Pope, the jury's sentence then would
Two phrases that have been very much have any. Under this new system, we are be an attack on free speech, would it not ?
over-worked are " personal liberty " and told, " eventually teachers will be able to
"free speech." In civilized communities note signs of physical defects and approachCatholics who subscribe to Catholic pathere is no such thing as either absolute ing illness, and in this way epidemics of mea- pers are
not the Catholics who complain
personal liberty or absolutely free speech.
sles, diphtheria, scarlet fever, as well as the about the inefficiency of the Catholic press.
more serious infantile paralysis, may be
fault-finder, and
We do not notice much reiteration of the checked in their inception." The poor The non-subscriber is the
his fault-finding is often only an excuse for
phrase, '' Home Rule is on the statute book,'' teacher !
his failure to support an institution whose
these days. That was a reply to all critiis widely recognized.
beneficence
"It
English
dealing
only
by
with
best
and
far
the
most
way
Ireland,
"The
cisms of
Holy Father, Pope
seems
our
us,"
to
said
exceedingly
magic
'carry
But
has
lost
its
to
on'
an
ago.
way
it
humane
in
a short time
difficult country like Ireland to-day is the Benedict, "that nothing is more desirable
to convince.
way known as martial law," says the Lon- than that the number of those who can use
Absence of mind on the part of subscribSaturday Review. '' Martial law reso- their pen in a way rich in blessings should
ers is the cause of their not paying their don
upright and increase and that good papers should have a
subscriptions promptly. But this absence of lutely defends and fortifies the
innocent and orderly people and resolutely large circulation, so that every one may
mind with them means absence of money punishes
the guilty. What more can one have every day good reading, which inwith the publishers. And publishers can
want than that ? " Well, all one can say of structs and warns, and strengthens and
not do business very long on an "absence of
the Saturday Review's suggested "humane promotes the Christian virtues."
mind, absence of money " basis.
way" is that the Irish are well used to it.
Martial law is no stranger to them. But
In view of the Monday morning list of
As to the infantile paralysis epidemic? where does the freedom of little nations motor
accidents we heartily commend the
panic spreads it. Let us not lose our heads
practise of nailing the St. Christopher medcome in ?
over it. We should be careful and take
als on the dashboards of autos. The sight of
the medal moves the soul to prayer. A
precautions; but the present scare should
Irishall
the
other
"Casement and
to St. Christopher is a request to
not destroy our neighborliness and our will- men recently put to death," says the prayer
guidance and protection from the
for
God
ingness to help those who may have the dis- Boston Globe, "were no more criminals dangers of the road.
St. Christopher is
ease. We are all in the hands of God.
than Benjamin Franklin or George Wash- daily becoming more popular.
ington." Our English friends are great
Thus writes "Valerian" in the Brooklyn
Remember that you can have "Heart admirers of George Washington to-day, Tablet.
We also heartily commend the
Songs and Home Songs," Mr. McCarthy's but had their forefathers succeeded in practise of nailing the St. Christopher mednew book of verses, free with one new sub- defeating him, he and Franklin and the als on the dashboards of autos. But we go
scription to the Sacred Heart Review. rest of the leaders of the revolution would a step further. We heartily request the
The regular subscription price of the Review "hang separately," as Franklin himself people who nail the medal on to remember
is $2.00. The book sells regularly for $1.00. once said in a spirit of grim humor. A that St. Christopher is not the patron saint
But we will give you both for the regular good many Americans to-day need to have of speeders and joy-riders. Let them reprice of the Review, $2.00.
this recalled to their memory.
member that the medal is of little use if
they themselves go "sky-hootin" through
President Wilson says, excusing his Is there no non-Catholic of your acquain- the country at a speed that would have
treatment of Huerta: "So long as the tance who shows an interest in Catholic afgood Saint when he was on
power of recognition rests with me the gov- fairs ? There surely must be. If there is, shocked the
earth, and that can hardly be pleasing to
ernment of the United States will refuse to the way to increase that interest in him is to him now that he is in
Medals are
extend the hand of welcome to any one who send him regularly a Catholic paper. You all right, but they are heaven.
substitute
no
on the
obtains power in a sister republic by treach- can renew your own subscription and obtain
of
the
autoist
for
part
ordinary common
subscription
to the Review for $2.50.
ery and violence." Let us see-how was it a new
sense care in the running of a high-powered
that the revolutionists of Portugal came Thus, for only fifty cents extra, you can
have the Review sent regularly every week vehicle.
into power ?
for a year to some person who desires to
Membership in fraternal organizations know something of the Church, its teachWe fear that not a few of our Catholic
young
men
out
to
as
open
an
women
need to be reminded of what is made
spirit.
is held
door to ings, and its
Here surely is real
Doubtless
membership
plain
by
Mrs. Charles T. Walsh of Philadelmissionary
convincing
advancement.
in
than conwork, more
widens
a
young
phia
paper read at the Federation meetsocieties
man's
of
in
a
such
circle
troversy, more effective than argument.
acquaintanceship; but unless he has merit in
ing in New York, namely that a movement
himself and is able to get along without Catholics of all nations understand well of Catholic women is no place for cliques or
such acquaintanceship, if need be, member- the Pope's attitude during the present war, classes or any such snobbishness. Mrs.
?
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Walsh's paper contained this striking paragraph ?one of many of much worth:?
A league of Catholic women?whether a
civic or a national alliance?can be strong only
The hackneyed term
by inclusiveness.
" exclusive," beloved of second-class lodging
houses and third-rate society reporters,
should have no place in the vocabulary of
Catholic social service. We must include
enthusiasm, patience, energy, loving kindness, skill, judgment, prudence, order,
economy, enterprise and experience, and
these we shall possess only by including
their possessors. That sort of inclusiveness
is a guarantee of enduring strength.
Catholic men need to be reminded of
this as well as Catholic women.
When Cardinal Farley addressed the
editors of the Catholic press of this country
the other day in New York he mentioned
Matthew Arnold's fine tribute to the Church
as the producer and possessor of a literature in comparison to which Protestantism
had very little to show. The exact quotation
from Arnold is as follows:
In spite of all the shocks which the feelings of a good Catholic have, in this Protestant country inevitably to undergo; in spite
of the contemptuous insensibility to the
grandeur of Rome, which he finds so general
and so hard to bear, how much has he to
console him, how many acts of homage to
the greatness of his religion may he see if
he has his eyes open ! I will tell him of
one of them. Let him go to London to that
delightful spot, that happy island in Bloomsbury, the reading-room of the British Museum. He will find an immense Catholic
work, the collection of the Abbe Migne,
I irding it over that whole region, reducing
to insignificance the feeble Protestant forces
Majestic
which hang upon its skirts.
in its blue and gold unity, this fills shelf
after shelf and compartment after compartment, ?its right mounting up to heaven
among the white folios of the " Acta Sanctorum;" its left plunging down into hell,
among the yellow octavos of the "Law Digest." Everything is there-religion, philosophy, history, biography, arts, sciences,
bibliography, gossip. The work embraces
the whole range of human interests; like
one of the great Middle-Age cathedrals, it is
in itself a study for a life-time.
The appearance of a new edition of MatC
thew Arnold's works recalls (as the Aye
Maria remarks) this tribute from one of
the keenest of literary critics.
?
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Maiden, Mass., Mrs. Catherine Sinnott,

Jamaica Plain, and J. Hurley, Boston.
Taking advantage of our offer of a two
years' subscription for $3.00, John McNamara, Newton, sends us that amount. Miss
Rose M. Mullaney, Lowell, Mass., does the
same.
Miss Margaret Stadler, Bridgeton, N. J.,
pays $2.50 which renews her own subscription for one year, and pays for a new subscription which she has sent to a friend.
Among the clergymen who have recently
renewed their subscription are the Rev.
W. White, Troy, N. V..the Rev. E. Toher,
Leominster, Mass., the Rev. W. H. Cassidy,
Cathedral, Burlington, Vt., the Rev. P. H.
Callanan, Cambridge, Mass., the Rev. J.
Lynch, Meriden, Conn., the Rev. F. J.
Ouellet, St. Regis Falls, N. V., and the
Right Rev. Josephs. Glass, C. M., D. D.,
Bishop of Salt Lake City, Utah.
Thus the good work of supporting the
Review goes on from week to week. The
clergy and the laity are concerned in it.
All parts of the country have their representatives engaged in it. They are not
promising or "resoluting." They are actually doing. And it is doing that tells.

STORIES OF THE WAR.

"The more one observes the books and
magazine articles relating to the great war
which have appeared within the past two
years, the more one realizes how little we
know about it all," remarks a thoughtful
scribe. How could this output of war literature be other than unreliable for the
greater part ? Partisan feeling and the inaccessibility of the facts make impossible
the securing of an impartial and authoritative account. And in this aspect of the
war history is merely repeating itself. In
November, 1758, Dr. Johnson wrote in the
Idler:?
In a time of war the nation is always of
one mind, eager to hear something good of
themselves and ill of the enemy. At this
time the task of news-writers is easy. They
have nothing to do but to tell that a battle
is expected, and afterwards that a battle
has been fought, and in which we and our
friends, whether conquering or conquered,
did all, and our enemies did nothing.
Among the calamities of war may be
justly
THE
GOOD
numbered the diminution of the love
UP
WORK.
KEEPING
of truth by the falsehoods which interest
and credulity encourages. A peace
Says Church Progress: "The Catholic dictates
will equally leave the warrior and relater of
who subscribes for a Catholic paper and news destitute of employment, and I know
promptly pays his subscription does well. not whether more is to be dreaded from
But he who pays for it in advance does bet- streets filled with soldiers accustomed to
or from garrets filled with scribter." We would add that he or she who plunder,
to lie.
blers
accustomed
pays for a Catholic paper four years in adon
Johnson's frankly exCommenting
vance does best. We have many such subSpencer, in his
pressed
opinion,
Herbert
scribers on the lists of the Sacred Heart
declares that
book,
Comments,"
Facts
and
"
Review. Week after week for almost a
industry
misrepresenting
in
the
of
and
year we have chronicled their helpfulness to
"a
century and a
news
manufacturing
war
the cause of the Catholic press, as manihalf 'seems
have made but little differfested by their willingness to pay their sub- ence." He toputs forward the press camscription to the Review four years in adpaign in the South African war as a convance. This week Miss M. A. Connor,
example: Concord, N. H., renews her own subscrip- crete
Day
by day the reports of the South Aftion for four years with five dollars, and rican war have been full of fictions, exagrenews, as well, a subscription for one of gerations, garblings: much has been falsiFurther we
fied, much suppressed.
our good priests in the Philippines.
J. R. Mollison, Beverly, Mass., is another have the confession on the part of a special
five dollar subscriber, and so also is Joe A. correspondent that misrepresentation was
And then anestablished policy.
Stahl of Kansas City, Mo., who supplements an
other correspondent, Mr. F. Young, himhis subscription with this congratulatory self personally concerned, testified that the
word: "Yours is the paper. So let the military censorship not only suppressed
good work go on ! " Sara H. Granville, facts but diffused fictions.
As an illustration of conflicting opinions,
Magnolia, Mass., who wishes us every sucSpencer
gives the following views in regard
subscription
cess, is another to renew her
for four years. Others are Ellen Shine, to the Boers:?
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Concerning whom, until recently exasperated by farm-burning and woman-driving, the accounts given by captured officers
and men were uniformly good, and of whom
the late Sir George Grey said: "I know no
people richer in public and private virtues
than the Boers,"?of these same Boers Mr.
Ralph, correspondent of the Daily Mail,
wrote that "they are neither brave nor
honorable;" they are "cowardly and dastardly;" "semi-savage;" "inhuman;" filled
with "Satanic premeditation," etc.
And thus reports went on.
while the
great mass greedily swallowed, as in Johnson's day, reports good of ourselves and ill
of the enemy.
Public credulity was shaken, says Mr.
Spencer, only when a press report of Chinese "atrocities "?that never happened?
was proved baseless. This aroused suspicion of the varying accounts of events in
South Africa, and "drew attention to the
habitual falsification of news." Spencer
continues:
Proofs were recalled that telegrams were
largely manufactured in Fleet street; four
words being sometimes expanded to forty
And the explanation of the system
was that the public appetite for sensational
news is so keen that journals are compelled,
as they think, in pursuit of their business
interests, to vie with one another in fictitious and exaggerated reports.
To the foregoing, Spencer adds the testimony of two eye-witnesses, who held opposite views of the conduct of the war, but
were one "in reprobating the systematic
perversion of truth resulting from the censorship." The chief censor of Lord Robert's army is called by one of these witnesses the "Lord High Mutilator of
Telegraphic Despatches;" and the other
tells of the financial gang in South Africa
" who had the press in their hands, worked
the wires, and controlled and arranged
what sort of information should reach Eng; grievances such as would arrest
land.
England's attention.
were deliberately
invented."
Similar " news " service is rendered today, but so far no Herbert Spencer has
come forward to bear frank and fearless
testimony to the truth. "That free and
freedom-loving Englishman who has been
hailed as the greatest mind since Aristotle,"
is the apt description of Spencer given by a
writer in the Century Magazine. This may
be claiming too much for him; but he was at
least an eminent Englishman, with all an
Englishman's pride in his country. Yet he
could feel scorn for the fabricators of atrocities, even though such fabricators were
his own countrymen.

...

?
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.. .
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THE CARE OF THE DEPENDENT
POOR.
Dr. James J. Walsh contributes to the
current issue of the Catholic World an interesting article on"The Care of the Dependent Poor," particularly the ailing poor.
The great surprise in tracing hospital organization is to find, says the doctor, that " the
lowest period in history in hospital organization and nursing came just before our time.
The eighteenth century had much better
hospitals than the nineteenth, and the sixteenth better than the eighteenth; and
strange as it may sound to some ears, some
of the finest hospitals that the world knows
of were erected in the later Middle Ages."
The movement that led to the ruin of our
hospitals, says Dr. Walsh, was the so-called

Reformation.

Before that the hospitals had been in

charge of the religious orders, and had been
under the ecclesiastical authorities. They
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had not been without abuses. Nothing human is ever without abuses. There were
abuses in the old-time hospitals that had to

..

.

ReligousMaxims.

ChurcCalendar.

be constantly corrected, but the buildings Sunday, Sept. 17.
themselves were beautiful, extremely approFourteenth Sunday after Pentecost.
priate, and the nursing was finely organEpistle,
Galatians v, 6-24; gospel, St. Matized.
thew
24-33. Twice in the gospel for tovi,
surgery
proves
of that time
The history of
day
we
have
the words of our Blessed Lord,
thoroughness
organization
of the
the
of the
"Be not solicitous." The pressure of life
Many are inclined to think of surgery as and its duties is so hard that it is difficult
distinctly
and exclusively modern develop- to develop in ourselves a detachment such
a
ment. Fortunately, as convincing evidence as our Divine Lord counsels; yet only in
to the contrary, the text-books of the sur- such detachment can we find the way that
geons of the later Middle Ages have been
preserved, and they bring home the fact leads to eternal happiness; or even to real
that there was a magnificent period of happiness in this life. For real happiness
surgery during the later Middle Ages. The even on this earth is not found in a feverish
old surgeons did practically all our opera- striving after fleeting pleasures?in the
tions.
amassing of wealth, in the exercise of arAnaesthetics were generally used long bitrary powers, in the pursuit of any " favbefore our time, despite the general belief orite phantom." Yet we are so surrounded
to the contrary. "Most of the serious op- by worldliness that strive as we may we can
erations done in the more important hospi- not help feeling its influence. In our calmer
tals of Europe during the latter part of the moments we may willingly admit that
thirteenth, the fourteenth and fifteenth money does not buy happiness, that power
centuries were done under an anaesthetic." is only for a few years, at best, that pleasure
With the coming of the Reformation the is an illusion. But we are part of our
hospitals became government institutions, world. We must to some extent move to
and before long charitable beneficence dis- its measures. We must, in this way or that,
appeared, and neglect of the sick and suffer- conform to its standards. Nevertheless,
ing poor became the rule. As the governthere is a Christian standard that we must
ments encroached more and more on the maintain. We can not on peril of the loss
rights of the Church, women were pushed of our most precious possession, our imout of the responsible direction of institu- mortal soul, and on forfeit of its eternal
tions for the care of the poor, and the tide legacy, be so mindful of the things of this
of decadence set in.
world as to be unmindful of the world to
Hospitals,, then, after the Reformation, come. We must not so give ourselves up to
'
went from bad to worse until the awful
conditions we have described prevailed at work and worry over the acquisition and
the end of the eighteenth and the begin- possession of earthly goods or earthly honors
ning of the nineteenth centuries, and sec- or decorations, as to lose all touch with the
ular hospitals reached a low water-mark of goods of eternity. Our Blessed Lord in
intolerable decay shortly after the middle to-day's gospel speaks to us in words of
of the nineteenth century. I know almost great beauty and comfort
telling us not to
nothing in history that is so suggestive for
profitable thought?and which should ef- be too engrossed in the maintenance and
fectively cause the enthusiastic advocate of clothing of this body of ours as to forget the
the secularization of hospitals and govern- soul which the body enshrines. "Is not the
ment control of charities to pause and hesi- life more
than the meat ? " He asks, "and
tate?as this series of events.
body
the
more
than the raiment ? " Then
It is no wonder, therefore, comments Dr.
points
goodHe
other
creatures of
to
Walsh, that all who are acquainted with the ness and providence and bids usGod's
take
from
history of hospitals for the poor are very
them a lesson: "Behold the birds of the
chary of secularizing elements and governair; for they neither sow nor reap nor do
ment control. Such control in the past in- they gather
into barns, and your heavenly
evitably led to abuses. "The mere wageFather
feedeth
them. Are you not of much
earner cannot be expected to care properly more value than they ? And which
of you,
for human beings who need not only phys- by taking thought, can add to his stature
one cubit ? And for raiment why are you
ical care but also human sympathy."
In the course of his paper Dr. Walsh re- solicitous ? Consider the lilies of the field
they grow; they labor not, neither do
fers to the coming of the trained nurse to how
they spin; but I say to you that not even
this country. She made her first appear- Solomon in all his glory was arrayed as one
ance at Belle vue Hospital. New York, in of these. Now if God so clothe the grass of
1872. The authorities of the hospital in- the field, which is to-day, and to-morrow is
vited some young English women to come cast into the oven, how much more you,
ye of little faith!
Be not solicitous,
to New York and organize a system of 0
saying
what
therefore,
shall we eat, or
trained nursing. The doctor says:?
what shall we drink, or wherewith shall
Dr. Stephen Smith, who is still with us we be clothed ? for after all these things
at the age of ninety-five, and who intro- do the heathen seek. For your Father
duced the trained nurse, tells us the story knoweth you have need of all these things.
of how the nursing was carried on at Bel- Seek ye therefore first the Kingdom of God,
levue before that time. It was an extremely and His justice; and all these things shall
difficult matter to recruit any sort of nurses, be added unto you."
and the constant problem before the hospital staff was how to secure help even Monday, Sept. 18.
St. Joseph of Cupertino, Confessor.
fairly dependable. According to Dr. Smith,
not infrequently the "ten day women"? Tuesday, Sept. 19.
women sentenced to ten days' imprisonSt. Januarius (Bishop) and Companions,
ment for disorderly conduct ?were welcomed
Martyrs.
as nurses.
The trained nurses at Bellevue were quite Wednesday, Sept. 20.
a curiosity. Visitors, interested in hospitals,
Ember Day, Fast Day.
came from all parts of the country to learn
Thursday,
Sept. 21.
of their work. The only hospitals which
Matthew,
Apostle and Evangelist.
St.
previous to this time had been at all prehospitals,
were
the
sentable
Sisters'
which Friday, Sept. 22.
were always clean and neat, and in which
Ember Day, Fast Day.
the poor received the best possible care and
Sept. 23.
Saturday,
They
treatment.
were far superior to
the muncipal hospitals of those days.
Ember Day, Fast Day.
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Sunday.

Let us strive to make good use of the little crosses of each day. If we bear them

cheerfully, patiently, using them as a means
of spiritual progress we shall grow strong
to stand our ground should greater trials

come.
Monday.
If a man doesn't know his own weak
points he will hardly be anxious to cultivate
the spirit of prayer. Self-satisfaction is an
enemy to humility.
No man can draw a
true picture of himself. He is a stranger to
his own faults and will paint into the picture virtues and qualities that his friends
never even suspected he possessed.
It
takes our friends to recognize our faults.
Self-love is stone-blind. We canonize ourselves and are not consciously dishonest.
Let me go softly, so my feet,
Noiseless, their mission may fulfil?
A tranquil farer in the street
And on the hill.
Tuesday.
Learn to forget all the petty annoyances,
all the vexing irritations, all the mean
words, the unkind acts, the deep wrongs,
the bitter disappointments?just let them
go. Crowd them out, to make room for
charitable thoughts, for prayerful thoughts,
for memories of kind words spoken and
good deeds done even by those who have
given offense to us.
Let me speak low, that they who hear
May listen, glad of tender tone,
And they who answer, drawing near,
May calm their own.
Wednesday.
Of all the virtues that shine forth in the
life of our Divine Saviour, there is none so
prominent, none so conspicuous as His compassion for human suffering. On every leaf
of the Gospel, that golden word "mercy"
shines forth, brightening every page, cheering every heart.
Christ, the Comforter, I cry,
Wilt Thou not to me draw nigh ?
Sorrows heavy on me press,
Anxious fears and bitterness;
I am in a maze of doubt,
Lend Thine hand to guide me out?
In this hour I call on Thee.
Come, 0 come, and comfort me.
1 hursday.
There are three kinds of persons towards
whom the compassion of Christ was specially directed, viz: those who were the victims of corporal infirmities, of mental suferings, and the poor,?the very classes of
people that are overlooked or despised by
the world.
Christ, the Comforter, I cry,
Wilt Thou not to me draw nigh ?
I have lost what most I prized,
Sorrow hath my soul baptized.
All my proud hopes droop and fall.
Nothing seems secure at all;
Now my soul cries out to Thee?
Come, 0 come, and comfort me !
Friday.
Be generous with God. St. Teresa used
to say that "we do not wholly receive the
treasure of God's love, because we do not
wholly give ourselves to Him."
Saturday.
Remember that those little acts of devotion, of Christian courtesy and charity,
which you are daily called on to practise,
may be trifles, but they are trifles that form
the perfect man, and a perfect man is the
noblest work of God. ?Cardinal Gibbons.
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"The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass."
Explained in the form of questions and
answers by the Rev. Joseph J. Baierl, St.
Bernard's Seminary, Rochester, N. Y. Arranged and illustrated for school use.
A fourth edition of Father Baierl's excellent little manual is proof of its usefulness
as a means of explaining to children the
meaning of the Mass, the great central act
of worship of our religion. Part I treats
of the Mass itself; Part II takes up the
church, altar, sacred vessels, vestments,
candles, incense and holy water; the liturgical colors, the language, liturgy, and the
office of the priest; the prayers for Mass are
given in Part III; and Part IV explains the
ceremonies of the Mass.
The method followed is to state the question; then give an explanation of the practise referred to, followed by the direct answer. We quote, as an example, a question
that is asked frequently not only by nonCatholics and ignorant Catholics but also by
some who consider themselves fully instructed in their religion.
Question XXV. When speaking of the
Mass is it right to ask: How much does
the Mass cost ?
Many persons who are not Catholics think
that Catholics buy the Mass, because they
pay a certain amount of money to the priest
in order to have the Mass read according to
their special intention. Many Catholics,
too, when asking the priest to say a Mass
for their intention inquire: How much does
it cost ? Now this is wrong, for the Mass
is the most sacred thing in Christ's religion
and can never be bought for money. The
priest who reads the Mass, however, has a
right to receive something in return for his
work. St. Paul says: "They that serve
the altar, partake with the altar." (I Cor.
IX. 13). From the earliest times the people
used to bring offerings of bread and wine
together with other articles of food for the
support of the clergy and the poor. The
Mass was offered especially for those who
brought the offerings. Gradually, however,
instead of offering food the faithful gave
money and asked the priest to offer the Mass
for their special intention. This custom began to be quite common from the seventh
century. This offering is called "stipend"
or alms, and is simply an offering made for
the support of the priest, and is not at all a
payment for the Mass.
Answer to Question XXV. It is wrong to
ask: How much does the Mass cost? because the Mass can not be bought for money.
We should say: What is the offering for
the Mass ?
For the benefit of readers, who wish to
know something about the literature on the
Mass a list of books is appended.

"A Treasury of Catholic Song."
Some two hundred hymns from Catholic
sources old and new. Gathered, edited and
allotted to fitting tunes for congregational
use by the Rev. Sidney S. Hurlbut, St. Mary's
Church, Hagerstown, Md. J. Fischer
and Brother, New York. Price $1.25. Discount to churches and schools.
Father Hurlbut prepared this collection of
hymns and tunes for his own parish. The
greater number of the hymns here presented have been in use in the Church for
centuries; the tunes also are?with few exceptions?from Catholic sources. An ample
variety of the matter is afforded for processional and recessional use, for Low Mass,
Benediction, in devotions for Lent, to the
Holy Eucharist, the Sacred Heart, the Holy
The
Name, and to the Blessed Virgin.
hymns, some two hundred in number, are

grouped according to the special occasions
for which they are intended. An alphabetical index supplies the number of each selection, the opening line, and the names of author, translator and composer.

"The Spiritual Journal of Lucie

Christine."
Edited by the Rev. A. Poulain, S. J.
Translated from the French. B. Herder, St.
Louis, Mo. Price $1.50 net.
Lucie Christine is the assumed name of a
French woman who, in our own day and
living in the world, "attained to the highest
mystical graces," says the reverend editor,
" and also received the gift of being able to
describe those graces."
The sixteen note books comprising her
"Journal " contain a record of thirty-eight
years, from which the editor has drawn a
judicious compilation of the facts relating to
Lucie's spiritual life. The very scant biography tells us little more than that she was
born in 1844, married at twenty-one, became
the mother of five children, was widowed in
1887, and died in 1908. From her notes we
infer that her position in life was one of authority, and her surroundings those of a
French family in affluent circumstances.
For thirty-three years the pastor of her
parish church had been Lucie's spiritual director, and in obedience to his command she
transcribed the account of her spiritual experiences, as set down in her "Journal."
To her director alone she spoke of the graces
bestowed on her. Her family and friends
regarded her only as a pious and charitable
person. A cousin, writing of Lucie's early
days, recalled herremarkable gift of exciting
pious emotions even in her childhood:?
Once, it was during Passion-tide, she
spoke to us with such love and tenderness
about the sufferings of our Lord that all her
little audience were profoundly moved and
burst into tears; and the preacher had hard
work to console them afterwards.
This love of God permeates every page of
Lucie's "Journal;" and her zeal for His
service must awake a response in many
hearts. How she secured opportunity to
meditate even among distracting circumstances is suggested in the following note:
Yesterday instead of saying my rosary
whilst we were at the casino from four to
five to hear the band, I made a supplementary adoration, and in that manner I compensated for my shortened hour at church,
because I generally get there a little after
five o'clock and must absolutely be at home
by six, although I have nothing to do until
dinner-time. If I were alone without the
children, it would be the time spent at the
Casino that would be shortened; but indeed
I should not probably go there at all.
It is very wonderful and very sweet, but
still a little awe-inspiring to see my Lord
Jesus present in those rooms, Master of all
those souls who, for the most part, do not
give Him a thought, at any rate, not there
nor then. Therefore I adore Him on behalf
of all those souls. (P. 183).
In another note she writes of what makes
a united family circle:
I have often blessed God because He is in
the depths of all our souls?mother, children, sister, and this is why we form a
really united family. I esteem this the
greatest good, after the faith, I can leave
my children, because it is the characteristic
of a truly Christian family. My good aunt,
who shares so eminently in these ideas, says
she likes to stay at X?because it is "the
house of peace."
There are many thoughts that we can
make our own in these revelations and meditations of Lucie Christine. Her wholesome
reflections on death and eternal reunion?
suggested by the loss of her husband and
?

?
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her youngest child, a girl of fourteen years
?are replete with comfort for others who
have known affliction. The relations uniting
souls have not changed, for " God was the
bond and He is still the bond.
Faith
remains to support us under the Cross."

...

"Meditations on the Mysteries of Our

Holy Faith."
Together with a treatise on Mental Prayer,
based on the work of the Venerable Father
Louis dc Ponte, S. J. By the Rev. C. W.
Barraud, S. J. Two Volumes. Benziger
Brothers, New York. Price $3.00 net.
This adaptation of Father dc Ponte's wellknown work puts in the hands of spiritual
directors and religious charged with the instruction of others a solid, practical work
from which to draw material and suggestions. It must also prove helpful to those
who have difficulty in meditating, or who
have not learned how to derive the greatest
spiritual benefit from the practise.
Volume I opens with a treatise on mental prayer?what it is, the excellence of
prayer, how to enter into prayer, the obstacles to meditation, external helps to prayer,
and the use to be made of the meditations
here given. The meditations are grouped
under three heads: The Purgative Way,
The Illuminative Way, Our Lord's Public
Life. Volume II is devoted to meditations on Our Lord's Passion, His Glorified
Life, and the Perfections and Benefits of
God. Each volume has at the end of the
matter for meditation a collection of " Prayers and Hymns for Colloquies."
The points are stated briefly and plainly,
leading the mind to dwell upon the thought
suggested, and so form the practise of meditation ?a most important practise, for,
said a saint, "meditation begets knowledge,
knowledge compunction, compunction devotion, and devotion is the perfection of
prayer."
French Books on the War.
We have received from Pierre Tequi,
Publisher, Paris, the following works:?
La Guerre en Champagne (3rd edition) in
which an interesting account is given of
conditions in the diocese of Chalons caused
by the war. The Right Rev. Bishop Tissier
authorized the compilation of the work, and
took an active part in preparing it for the
public. The latest edition shows careful revision, and also the addition of new matter.
Pour la Victoire. Under this title Monsignor Tissier has collected a number of sermons and addresses delivered by him on
various occasions during the past year ?addresses to priests in military service, to soldiers, and before civic and military authorities; sermons at requiems for soldiers who
had fallen in battle, at military Masses, at
first Communion and Confirmation ceremonies, and on feast days.
La Guerre en Picardie. The Bishop of
Amiens who writes the preface to this work
warmly praises the author, the Abbe Charles
Calippe, both for the matter of his book and
for the diction he employs. The Abbe here
recounts his personal experiences, describing graphically the scenes enacted under his
eyes from day to day. He also relates
many touching anecdotes that came to him
from authentic sources.
La Guerre en Artois. Monsignor Lobbedey, Bishop of Arras, gives a concise account of the events of the war in Artois.
The illustrations scattered through the book
are even more effective than the text in put-
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ting before the reader the havoc wrought by
the bombardment of Arras, in July, 1915.
They show the Cathedral of Arras with
roof torn off, the main aisle filled with debris, wreckage everywhere. There are also
pictures of other churches that suffered at
the enemy's hands, of soldiers attending
Mass, and of a group of Franciscan Sisters
who are being decorated with the Cross of
War. A second edition of Mgr. Lobbedey's
book has been called for already.
The price of each of the books above mentioned is 50 cents, paper bound. They may
be obtained from Pierre Tequi, 82 Rue Bonaparte, Paris, or from agents in Montreal
and Quebec.
"The Mystery of the Holy Trinity in
Oldest Judaism."
By Frank McGloin, LL. D. Published
by John Joseph McVey, Philadelphia, Pa.
Price $1.00.
Dr. McGloin's work comes to the public
with the imprimatur of Archbishop Prendergast of Philadelphia, a foreword by
Archbishop Blenk of New Orleans, and a
recommendation from His Eminence, Cardinal Gibbons.
A judicious and searchingcriticism of the
Scriptural texts and of the traditions of the
Jewish people bearing upon this fundamental mystery of our Christian faith forms
the content of the present work," writes
Archbishop Blenk, "which, we doubt not,
will be received with applause, not only by
men of letters, but also by the faithful in
general, because, for all, it contains salutary teachings expressed with a clearness
of exposition and language that places them
within the reach of any mind of good average culture, it is a valuable contribution to
the Science of Positive Theology, or History
of the Dogmas, as it is termed in the present day."
The rather inadequate list of chapter
headings is the only aid in reference to the
contents that is provided. A future edition
of Dr. McGloin's scholarly treatise should
supply a good working index.

'

AN IRISH WELCOME FROM

MILWAUKEE.

The Catholic Citizen of Milwaukee says
of Mr. McCarthy's new book:?
A hundred thousand welcomes to Denis
McCarthy's new book of poems, "Heart
Songs and Home Songs," (Little, Brown and
Co., Boston; price $].00).
There is nothing pessimistic nor fin dc
siecle in Denis McCarthy's verses, but a
bright, hopeful tone: an air, as we may say,
of goodness: genuine romance in treating
love, with real feeling for all the blessed ties
of home life.
He is patriotic, too, as his stirring verses
on America plainly show. Also, he never
forgets to sing tunefully of his dear native
land, and here, in our opinion, he strikes his
happiest note.
We liked particularly his "St. Brigid"
(which appeared originally in the columns of
a Protestant Church weekly); "The Childher." "Ballynockin."" Robin Goodfellow,"
and the haunting lines of"The Month of

Remembrance."
Writing to

the London Tablet about the

response of Catholic children in Europe to
the Holy Father's request that they should
make a general Commuuion on the last Sun-

day in July, for peace, a correspondent

says:^

The prayer was a prayer for peace; the
child of any nation could pray for peace
with honor. As I looked on the children
gathering around the altar in my own parish church I could not help thinking how
beautiful it was before the angels of God to
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see so many innocent souls sending the
same prayer to heaven and all practising
the same exercises of devotion whether in
Moscow or Vienna, in Rome or in Paris, or
in the parish of Ballyferriter by Dingle
Bay.

MINISTERS, SOLDIERS, SAILORS
AND EDITORS.
This queer company has been brought
together by the London Saturday Revieio
in a lengthy comment on freedom of the
press, which many consider is in peril from
" the despots of Downing Street." A recent
regulation makes it possible, remarked Lord
Derby, in jest, for a journalist to be sentenced to two years with hard labor for
talking with a Cabinet minister. The Saturday Review believes that after the first sentence for such an offense, Cabinet ministers
themselves would intervene for "after all,
even a Cabinet minister cannot live without
his pulicity? i.e., without his journalist?
so that it would be necessary for him, in the
course of self-preservation, to annul his
own regulation."
Still the life of the journalist or editor is
not altogether a sheltered and happy one,
as the "Review proceeds to prove:
There are signs that authority wishes to
make the Press Censorship stricter than it
has been in certain directions, and, unless
we are agreeably mistaken, editors will
have to "look out." As it is, the editor today is rather often on tenter-hooks. If he
wishes to feel quite confident that he will
not to-morrow or next week find his paper
suppressed or heavily fined, or that he will
not find himself producing his next issue in
prison, he must read his whole contents,
not excluding any references to such apparently subsidiary matters as for example,
cuckoos, cocoa, and chess. He must keep
an eye on his agony column, nor even take
it for granted that every advertisement is
merely a [commercial enterprise. And how
if, as the paper leaves his hands and the
machinist takes it over, he should be warned
against inserting something that an hour
ago appeared safe and innocuous?warned,
as Mr. Lloyd George would exclaim, '' too
late ! " There are other inconveniences, too,
if quite lesser ones, not leading to censure
by high authority, nor to gaol, but to occasional misunderstandings, as, for instance,
when irascible correspondents and contributors hotly resent passages from their lucubrations being editorially removed, and do
not understand that such passages are
strictly forbidden, as against the Defense
of the Realm.
In short, the newspaper and its editor, if
they have any respect for their own skins
?or their own pockets?to say nothing of
the sense of responsibility, are living to-day
in an uncommonly anxious age. It really
appears to be a moot question whether it is
safe to speculate about the war at all; or to
refer, indeed, to any public question which
may indirectly affect the progress of the
war. As to Neutral Countries, perhaps we
ought not to mention them at all?for apparently high authority believes that, if we do
not say the exact thing which suits, there
will be a fresh belligerent on the scene, and
on the wrong side of the scene, too. Sometimes it has struck us that high authority
should write our articles for us: then no
mistakes would occur. What a perfectly
secure newspaper that would be, and how
comfortable its editor, that published really
official articles on Greece from week to week:
on Roumania, and on the.United States !
However, the Review concedes, in war
times " minorities must suffer." The editor
who finds his way to gaol, smarts under
Ministerial reproof, or has his paper suppressed, must recognize that he brought his
suffering on himself. He suffers through
his own errors?he printed something that
he ought not to have printed; hence his
?
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punishment and disgrace. Soldiers, and
sailors too, who make mistakes, have to
suffer for them; they are subject to courtmartial and even to dismissal from the serv-

ice.

Why then, it may be asked, should editors

expect to go scot free when they forget

their responsibility and print articles against
the order of authority or the Defense of the
Realm Act ?
"We agree, without the smallest reserve,"
says the Review, " newspapers and all kinds
of periodical literature should suffer for
wrongdoing in war, not less severely than
soldiers. We make no plea on behalf of
newspapers and editors who are clearly
guilty of disobeying the Defense of the
Realm Act or any of the thousand and one
orders that to-day are snowed upon them."
So much for soldiers, sailors and editors
who make bad mistakes in war " either
through inattention or inability or through
disobedience to State authority." But how
about Ministers of State who themselves
make such mistakes ? " asks the Review.
"What, for example, of Mr. Birrell ?
What of Lord Haldane ?
What of the
Statesmen who suffered this country to
drift into the most gigantic and terrible of
all wars without preparing for it ? What of
the Dardanelles operations, what of Antwerp, and of Kut ? Suppose, we only say
suppose, it is shown presently that statesmen, rather than soldiers and sailors, committed those errors, should they go scot

...

...

free 1 "

Finally the Review states the conviction :
If the editor of a newspaper were to commit errors in the least degree comparable to
the errors that led to the bloody revolution
in Ireland, or to the lack of judgment shown
towards Germany, or to the terrible and irremediable losses at Gallipoli, we may be
pretty sure he would be punished. Now
where does the Minister who makes this
kind of error go ? The answer is that very
likely he goes for a holiday to Spain. And
when he returns, he may go, for ought we
know to the contrary, to the House of Lords.
It is beyond all question that in this war,
and in the years and negotiations that have
led up to it, several British statesmen have
made some of the most serious mistakes
which it is possible to make. Their speeches
may have been brilliant, but their predictions have been completely falsified, their
policy has fallen to pieces, and they have
been proved wrong all through. The result
has been grave loss to the nation. But how
have they suffered for their delinquencies ?
The answer is that, virtually, they have
not suffered at all. One or two may have
retired voluntarily to a position of greater
leisure and less responsibility, with or without pensions, and without a seat in the Upper House. Others have slightly changed
the sphere of their activity, or have not
changed that sphere at all. In the main, it
may be said, the Minister who fails the nation goes unscathed: he is a starred man in
an " exempted occupation." It is doubtful,
however, whether the public will not, after
its experinces in this war, insist on its statesmen being as liable to punishment and loss
when they fail in their vocations as are the
rest of us. There is a rising feeling in
many directions, and it is a natural and
healthy one, that the present vague and
traditional doctrine of ministerial responsibility is outworn, and largely even a sham; and
that statesmen ought to pay the smart
for inefficiency and for their mistakes no less
than soldiers, sailors, editors, and others engaged in public life.
?

"We are not opposed to dancing under

every

condition," says the Catholic Tribune.

"For some young people dancing is not a

proximate occasion of sin. For others it
invariably leads to at least sinful thoughts
and desires. But for the great majority the
public dance hall spells great danger."
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FutaMOrWend omen.
Successful Young Farmers.
Boston, Mass.
September 4, 1916.
Dear C/ncte Jack:?
I had my vacation in Boston.

I am going home to-morrow, to
Lawrence. But before I go, I
want to tell you about the exhibit I saw in Horticultural Hall,
yesterday. You would like to
see it, I am sure; and Aunt Bride
would just go wild over it. She
talks so much about gardens.
And this exhibit was all from
gardens and fields, and children
And some
were the farmers.
the
were from roof gardens
crops I mean.
The great big hall was set
out with tables, down the center, around the walls, and in the
alcoves, and every table was
crammed full of flowers, or vegetables, or other things that you
grow in the earth. One platter
of potatoes had a first prize card
-three dollars, I think. The
farmer was a twelve-year-old
boy. Another prize winner had
the best cabbage, and still another the biggest pumpkin.
There were all kinds of beans,
in pods and out of them, and
carrots and beets, and loads
of tomatoes, green and red,
and currants and pot herbs.
And there were exhibits
from " Canning Clubs " of children who put up all kinds of
vegetables and fruits in glass
jars to keep all winter?if the
folks don't eat them right away.
My mother says the only trouble
she has about keeping preserves
is to keep them from us until
over Christmas.
There was a prize for the
best collection of wild flowers,
and for a collection of herbs; and
one girl had a whole history of
herself and her roof garden
pasted into an album. The snapshots showed her at work on the
roof, and also dressed-up standAnd
ing among her flowers.
there was a piece about her
printed in the paper. That, too,
was in the album. And she got
a prize. Wasn't she lucky ? If
I thought I'd get a prize I'd
try next year. Our back-yard
could be spaded up all along the
fence. That fellow that got the
three dollars for his potatoes got
something for his time. Didn't
he, Uncle Jack ?
I wanted to tell you about the
flowers, but my letter would be
too long?for there was no end
to the exhibits of flowers. An
old gentleman went from table
to table, looking sharply at everything, and sometimes he'd say
" H-u-m-good " and smile. And
a teacher had a lot of little girlfarmers looking at the tables.
And a tall, thin girl with her
father, said she wished she had
?

There were
won something.
"special" prizes as low as twenty-five cents- for a vase of flowers, for instance, or an extra fine
dahlia, and some got fifty cents.
But the teacher said the money
was the smallest part of the reward. What do you think,
Uncle Jack ?
And please excuse my letter,
if it doesn't read just right. I
have to pack my own things and
Jimmy's (my brother) in one
trunk. I guess he'll have to put
some of his collections in a box.
He says he's going to be a farmer
next year, but he won't grow
potatoes, he'll grow pumpkins
bigger than the fellow that got
the prize.
Very respectfully yours,
Anna McDonagh.
The teacher was right, Anna.
The prize is the smallest part of
the young farmer's reward.
Just think of the wholesome exercise in the open air, and the
habits of industry and thoughtfulness that were formed, and
the knowledge of plant-life that
was obtained ! All these are valuable by-products of the summer's work. Of course Aunt
Bride would love those flower
exhibits, which is what Anna
means by going "wild" over
them.
By all means spade up the
back-yard next spring, and get
Uncle Jack
Jimmy to help.
hopes that Jimmy's pumpkins
will take a prize next fall. But
justremind him, Anna, that they
won't, unless he puts the work
into growing them that all prizewinners must. If any more of
our " Future Men and Women "
have gardening plans for next
year Uncle Jack will be glad to
hear from them.

Talks About Blessed Margaret

Mary.
The novices wishing to show
their love for their dear mistress.
Sister Margaret Mary, were
making preparations to celebrate
her feast day, July 20, 1685.
Noticing their activity, Sister
Margaret Mary asked them to
offer to the Sacred Heart all the
tokens of affection that they
were planning to give to her.
The novices at once changed
their plans, and with Mother
Melin's consent made a little oratory under a stairway that led
Sister dcs
to the bell-tower.
artist,
seized her
Claines, the
ceilings,
walls
brush and covered
flowers
and
and rafters with
crimson
glowing
hearts.
stars and
They erected an altar, decorated
it with roses, and brought the
picture of the Sacred Heart frojm
the novitiate and placed it in the
Eagerly they worked
center.
morning hours, unearly
in the
everything
was done; and
til
then when Prime was over, they
led Sister Margaret Mary to the
shrine of the Sacred Heart.
Her joy was a full reward for all

10

their labors.

When she could
speak Sister Margaret Mary
thanked them for the happiness
they had given her, and then asking them to join with her, she
prostrated herself before the
Sacred Heart and publicly consecrated herself to Him. Each of
the novices repeated the words
their mistress used, and then all
retired to meditate on the
thoughts the holy scene had
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aroused.

Again, in the afternoon of this
beautiful feastday, Margaret
Mary and her little band met in
the oratory, and in her delight
the Sister expressed the wish
that all the community might
come to offer homage to the Sacred Heart. Sister Verchere, a
novice, hearing the wish, impetuously hurried to the professed
Sisters, told them of what the
novices had done and asked them
to come also to the shrine they
had made for the Sacred Heart.
But, fearing that excessive zeal
might have misled Margaret
Mary, Mother Marie Madeleine
bade the novice return to her
mistress with the message that
the practise of the rule was the
best devotion, and the one that
she should teach them to observe
well.
Sister Margaret Mary was not
discouraged by the repulse.
"They will come some day,"
she said, and with her dear novices Margaret Mary ended the day
#
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in great peace, though yet another disconcerting event occurred. Mother Melin, who had
sanctioned the celebration, was
somewhat disturbed by the feeling it had occasioned in the community, and after the novices
had retired, she sought their
mistress to tell her that her devotions to the Sacred Heart were
to be practised in the novitiate
only as yet, and that she must
do nothing to draw the attention
of the community to them.
Margaret Mary obeyed. She
thought the Sacred Heart spoke
to her, bidding her "fear nothing." Her feast-day had been
consecrated to Him, and in His
own good time the devotion there
offered would spread through
the Christian world.

-

?'. an
Muscular StrenEth
Permanent
not evist where there is not bloc d strength.
Young men giving attenti n to muKcul.tr development should bunr thisin mind. Hood's
Sursapurilla gives blood strength and builds
up the whole system.

A GAS RANGE

Makes Summer Cooking
Bearable
More Than That, Enjoyable.
A Gas Range in Your Kitchen Means :
A Cool Kitchen - A Comfortable House
And a Saving in Time and Fuel

Can you Afford to be
without all This?
All styles of useful GAS RANGES
may be seen at our Salesroom, or Telephone

for our Representative to call.

Cambridge Gas Light
Company,
719 Massachusetts

Aye.,

Telephone? Cambridge 4190.

Camb.
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"Gather up tne fragments that remain
lest they be lost."?John vl. 12.

Diocesan Director :
Boston, Mass.

25 Granby St.,

Protestants have a substanThey
tial belief in missions.
believe that their missionaries
need money and therefore these
latter have at their command
funds the amount of which
sicken the hearts of our poor
priests, who are trying to do the
almost impossible on nothing a
year! Protestants are well
aware that we Catholics do not
support our missionaries prop
erly, and hence they erect attractive churches, schools and
hospitals throughout the mission
field, and in every way influence
the natives to accept their doctrines.
\u2666

Diocesan Office Notes.
We record remittances for the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith from the parishes of
St. Bridget, Maynard; St. Cecilia, Boston; St. Edward, Brockton; St. Francis dc Sales, Char-

lestown; St. Michael, Hudson;
St. Ann, Neponset; St. John,
Wellesley; Annunciation, Danvers; St. John, Quincy; St. Peter,
Plymouth; St. Joseph, Medford;
St. Anthony, Cohasset; St.

Thomas Aquinas, Bridgewater;

Star of the Sea, Beverly; St.
Joseph, Lynn; St. Paul, Cambridge; Notre Dame dc Pi tic,
North Cambridge; Most Precious

Blood, Hyde Park.

Will You Give Your Nickel?

It is impossible to be a good
Catholic, one pleasing in the
eyes of God, and at the same
time be indifferent to the work
of spreading the Faith in foreign
lands. It is our bounden duty to
take a practical interest in mission work, and support it as
generously as our means will
permit. The very least we can
do is to have our names enrolled
as Ordinary Members in the Society for the Propagation of the
Faith. Five cents a month is a
very small sum to offer Our Lord
to help bring other souls less
fortunate than we to a knowledge of the one true Faith; but
if every Catholic in the Archdiocese of Boston would contribute this amount, the splendid
sum of $540,000 could be raised

for the cause in a year! Will
you give your five cents and urge
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Convert May Recover.
the members of your family and
MENEELYBELLCO
TROY, N.Y./knd
J
your friends to do likewise ?
An Alaskan missionary tells of 'Jf.
'VI77BROADWAY.N.V CITY
Remember this amount can not the conversion of a young Japabe realized unless you contribute nese who was dying of Bright's
your nickel!
disease. He had been kind to
the children of a schismatic Rus- persed by force. Monsignor
sian woman, and it was she who Hoyek was dragged from his
Mission Notes.
summoned the Catholic mission- residence at New Canoubin to
Next year, God willing, I ary to his bedside. The priest Aby, where he was brought beshall have completed fifty years found upon inquiry that the sick fore a court-martial.
of missionary work in Japan man was familiar with the name
Seven prelates, amongst them
with my Golden Jubilee.? of St. Francis Xavier and the the Archbishop of Sidon, have
Father Evrard.
facts of the history of the been deported to Damascus and
Catholic faith in Japan. He re- over forty mitred abbots, supeIn Father Allard's mission, ceived baptism with signs of in- riors of communities, dignitaries,
Burma, a pagan pagoda has tense faith and devotion, which priests and monks have been arbeen turned into a Catholic brought tears to the eyes of the rested and taken to Damascus.
church, and now the true God by-standers. When the cere- The Turkish excuse for these
makes His abode in the very mony was over, he said, "0, I measures is the allegation that
spot where for years Satan has am so happy! My pains- have compromising papers were found
been worshiped.
ceased and the swelling of my in the archives of the French
limbs has gone down, and I feel consulate at Beyrout.
The pagans in Father Praka- so strong." " Would you like to
sar's mission in Ceylon are very get better so you might do somemuch incensed with him because thing for God ? " asked the mis"O, yes!" was the St. Mary's Maternity Hospital
of a recent article which he pub- sionary.
reply.
Now his friends have
lished in the local papers, in
and Infant Asylum.
which he showed that one of started a second novena to St.
Dorchester, Massachusetts
their gods was nothing but an Francis Xavier for his recovery.
animal fetich in origin. They Perhaps Our Lord has a mission Training School for nurses ?Two and
half years' course.
A delightful
have threatened to stone him or for this son of Japan to perform aprivate
Hospital, beautifully situated
among
his own countrymen.
otherwise assault him and he is
in choice section of Boston, Mater*
obliged to go about with great
nity and Surgical Departments ResiDistrict Looks Promising.
dential privileges and ten dollars
caution.
The district situated beyond monthly allowance. Apply to Sister
Superior, Everett Aye.,
Dorchester
Father Evrard, writing of Lake Albert, British East Af- District, Boston, Mass.
very
promising
the
rica,
looks
to
the sickness and death of Father
charge,
missionaries
in
accordBertrand, of the Gotemba Leper
Asylum, Japan, says that every ing to a recent report received
Drost, of St Mary's Infant Asylum and
morning for seven months he from Father Balthazar
the
White
Fathers. Thousands
Hospital.
had the privilege of bringing
are learning the prayers and the
the sufferer Holy Communion.
Kv«iett Aye. and Jerome St.
our holy religion,
Father Bertrand made many chief truths of
Dorchester, Mass.
novenas to the Little Flower of and there seems to be a wave of
religious feeling passing over
Jesus for his recovery, but it the district similar to that which
Homeless infants received from birth
to three years of age. The Sisters rewas not the will of God to grant
felt twenty-five years ago.
quest good homes with a view to adophis request. He was satisfied was
In
one village several young tion.
with the twenty-five years of
Training School for Nursery
missionary work of this zealous men headed by their chief came Months' Course residential Maids-Six
privileges
one of the Fathers, who hapto
apostle and called him to his reand
ten dollars monthly allowance.
pened to be passing through the
Apply to Sr. Superior, Everett Aye., Dorward.
place, and asked for a catechist. chester District, Boston, Mass.
The missionary was very much
Missionary Zeal Increases.
St. Mary's Infant Asylum,
surprised at this for he had unDorchester, Mass
The Catholic Church in the derstood that the village was a Everett Aye.
United States has been for a long stronghold of paganism.
time entirely occupied in caring
In another village, where he
for the souls of the rapidly in- camped for the night, he was ascreasing immigrant population tonished to hear several children St. Vincent's Orpin Asyluih
Camden St., and Shawmut Aye.
and of the Indian and Negro reciting the rosary, and upon inMissions within her own borders, quiring found that a young girl
Boston, Mass.
while the rich Protestant denomi- had taught them as much as she
Girls orphans or half orphans benations with steadily increasing could remember from hearing
tween
the ages of four and fourteen
attending
to Christian travelers praying toenergy have been
years, will be received at the orphanage
their foreign missions.
gether when they stopped for Address
Thus it has come about that the night in the vicinity. These
St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum
American Protestantism is the children with their young teacher
most powerful mission factor of met every evening and spent an
Protestantism, even surpassing hour in learning and reciting
the English in their achieve- whatever she could remember to
ments, while American Catho- teach them.
lics, up to the present, do not yet
own one single foreign mission
Turkish Horrors Continue.
territory that is entirely or even
Turkish horrors continue unafor the greater part cared for bated during the conflict that is
by American missionaries. bathing half the world in blood.
Since, however, our dioceses and Alarming news comes from
parishes are fairly well organ- Syria concerning the situation of
ized now, missionary zeal among the Catholics in the East. The
Catholics has increased, and be- Maronite Patriarch, Monsignor
fore long we will have attained Hoyek, was arrested by Turkish To any one who sends us One
the place that rightly belongs to authorities, and his secretary New Subscription to the Sacred
our Church.
and servants imprisoned or dis- Heart Review with Two Dollars
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Long Life or Early Death.
purpose? " the elimination of exColleges and Academic»
"The abuse of strong drinks cessive drinking of alcoholic liqis a most potent and deadly agent uors " has the approval of many
of decline of the physical powers. prominent prelates, clergy and
NIAGARA UNIVERSITY
Condemns "Treating" Soldiers.
laymen.
indulge
"Those who
in such
College and Seminary of Our Lady of
A British magazine scores as drinks are specially liable
Angels, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Conducted
conto
Although
Catholic total ab- by the Vincentian Fathers.
follows the "treating" of sol- sumption and inflammatory disstainers
are
more
numerous than
home
on
sick
leave:?
diers
orders.
ever, the Catholic total absti- Classical and Scientific Courses
" In order that the men might
and College De"In abstinence from strong nence movement as an organiza- in High School
be safeguarded against the false
partments
drinks is to be sought the source tion is not so strong numerically
kindness of their friends at
Founded 1856.
of
muscular vigor and activity.
as in days gone by
The Alma Mater of Successful Men
home, no gifts of intoxicating
Certain insurance tables show
A.8., B.S. and Ph. B. Degrees Conferred
drinks are allowed to be forWhen we see saloon-keepers
61,215 men between the
that
School Reopens
warded to men serving in the ages of twenty-five
of
and sixty- worrying lest prohibition may
September 15, 1916
army or navy. But where im.
five, 1,000 died in one year; but prevent the importation of wine
measurable injury has been in abstainers only fifty died
in for the Mass we wonder if that's
done, and is still being done, the same period.
ST. JOHN'S PREPARATORY
really what ails them.
notwithstanding all the restricCOLLEGE
pois"Alcoholism is a chronic
tions that have been put in force,
DANVERS,:? MASS.
insanity
Much
of
in
this
oning,
resulting
from the habitthe
is through the treating of solby all to be the leading Catholic Prealcohol, which may country is due to indulgence in Conceded
ual
use
of
paratory School in New England.
diers by civilians when they are
alcoholic
drink.
"You
can
ingo
never
as far as drunkenness.
"Preparedness!"
on leave and mixing with their
in a position to comuier
"It is a mistake to say that dividually help prevent not only That places the boy
life's battles.
friends and associates out of those doing hard work require alcoholic insanity, but many of
ALL NEW BUILDINGS
barracks. Those who live in stimulants.
more extensive evils resultIdeal Location
the
proximity
depot
to a
or a
close
Scientific and Commercial Courses
ing from the wide-spread use of Classical,Indoor
food,
"Alcohol
is
in
no
sense
a
and outdoor recreation.
camp or frequent any big railalcohol," says Dr. E. Stanley I
can not repair tissues.
Pleased parents and successful
way station where troops are and
'' In short, alcohol is the most, Abbot of the MacLean Hospital,
students our best
constantly coming and going,
enemy to personal health Boston, " by discouraging its use
terrible
recommendation.
impressed
with
can not fail to be
or call. Visitors always
family happiness, and to na- in your own homes and among Write for catalogwelcome.
and
the evidences of intoxication
the persons of your acquaintance; BROTHER BENJAMIN, A. M., Principal.
prosperity.
manifested by considerable num- tional
"Remedy for alcoholism:
by increasing the number of'
bers of men in navy and army
"Total abstinence from all those who with dignity, courtesy,
uniform. The injury that is be- alcohol.
and courage, not apologetically,
ing done is incalculable. We
ACADEMY OF NOTRE DAME
decline the social drink; by teachteaching
"The
of
temperance
ROXBURY, MUSS. (Founded 1854)
read quite recently in a leading
ing your young people early to
in elementary schools.
Affiliated with the Catholic University
of America
daily paper about the burial of
of the avoid alcohol as you do to avoid
and Trinity College. Washington, D. C.
improvement
"The
Klementary Department, Special Course
a soldier. He had been invaindigestible food or to play with
home and its surroundings.
High School Department, Music and Art
lided home from the front, where
For Resident Pupils and Day Pupils
by teaching them
and
matches,
provision
plenty
"The
of
of
Pamphlet, Views, and full information on
he had made a good stand. He
request. Address, S'ster Superior Acadgood and properly-cooked food. not to 'treat' or be treated."
emy of Notre Dame
Washington Street
was in the hospital and was
and
young
Koxbury, Mass.
girls
of
"
Education
progressing favorably. He had
The wisdom of avoiding the
women in home management.
been in a terrible condition with
of alcoholic drinks is reituse
"Physical training of young
bodily wounds and shattered
erated by new figures compiled
nerves. When convalescent he men."
from statistics of leading AmeriThe above is the conclusion of can life insurance companies.
got a couple of hours leave, and
Royal Commission after
arrived back in the hospital drunk the
Mr. Arthur Hunter, Actuary of
thoroughly
investigating the subwith whisky. Next day, after a ject, from the standpoint of the New York Life Insurance
terrible night of delirium, he physical degeneration. We, too, Company, in his address before
the 1916 National Conference of
was dead. He had fought the
with that point of
enemy away yonder in the are concerned
Charities and Corrections, said
view, but our primary purpose is
trenches and came home to be to check the moral degeneration that it is conclusively proved that
killed by the traitor in the midst that is so closely connected with total abstainers are longer lived
of us. A considerable propor- the passion of intemperance.
than non-abstainers. "Other
tion of our returned wounded are
as abstinence from
factors,
Console the Heart of our tobacco, such
involved.
It rein such a condition of nerve inare
Exclusive Boarding and Day School
Blessed Saviour, Who suffered
jury that the use of alcohol such agonies from the thirst as quires self-control to be an ab- for Girls. Influence and Social Culture
home. Modern equipment.
stainer, and the strength of of a refinedcampus
means collapse and almost cerof fifteen acres.
Extensive
He
died
on
the
Cross.
?W.
J.
tain death. Why should such a LOCKINGTON,
mind which has made abstinence Academic Department preparing for
S. J.
or Normal School. Commercial
thing be permitted ? Ought not
a habit may affect other habits. College
Preparatory Departments French
and
these wounded men to be proThe low mortality among ab- Italian, Spanish, Music, Art and DraTemperance Notes.
tected and tenderly nursed back
stainers may be said to be due to matic Art in charge of Specialists.
bugaboo
Prohibition
is
a
that
For particulars apply to Dominican
again to health, and not left to frightens a good many people ' temperance in all things and Sisters,
90 Lexington St., Watertown,
the ravages of an enemy that is
abstinence from alcohol' " Mass.
total
it
is
the
when
threatened. But
death to them and a curse to the
live in the territory
people
who
country ?
Russia has clinics in its cities
prohibition
has been in
where
is
In
this
connection
it
interwhere
inebriates may go for
"
force for years are quite satisfied
esting to note that while eightyspecial treatment. In the few BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL
with it.
five per cent, of the Russian
months after vodka was pro(For Girls)
wounded are able after a short The most popular society hibited only twenty persons were
time to return to the firing line, ought to be the total abstinence admitted at these clinics in MosConducted by the Sisters of the Holy
Union of the Sacred Hearts. The buildin
the
the percentage of British capable one.
against
cow,
1,346
as
ing, erected in 1907, is situated in a very
It may not assure you
of again helping in the defense weekly benefits, but it will safe- same period of the preceding healthful part of the city, and is prowith all modern improvements.
of their country is only sixty- guard position and health, and year. In Petrograd, in these vided
The course is thorough, embracing all the
possible
is
five. If every man
requisite pr a solid and refined
assure dividends in respectabil- same months there were eleven branches
education; also a commercial course,
594
in
needed for carrying this war to ity and happiness.
in
contrast
to
the
patients
Catholic
students are prepared for college,
victory for us, then here is a
prospectus.
same time in 1913. The mobili- School re-opens Sept. 8. ForProspect
Universe.
St.,
Address REV. MOTHER,
tremendously serious considerazation of the army, of course, Fall
River, Mass.
beyond
dispute
that
tion. It is
Archbishop Hanna and other affected this work to some exthe difference is owing to the prominent men of San Francisco tent, but with all due allowance
fact that the Russian convales- have approved the branch of the for this factor the difference is of increased sobriety, especially
cent soldiers are safeguarded by No-Thank-You-League, just or- quoted by Dr. Wedensky, a Rus- when taken in connection with
prohibition, while ours are the ganized in that city. An an- sian specialist in nervous and al- corroboratory evidence from
prey of.the open public-house." nouncement of the league and its coholic disorders, as significant other lines of statistics.
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AOmonJgust urselves.

Dear Aunt Bride:
I have been reading your column in the Sacred Heart Review every week and have found
it very interesting.
Now, dear Aunt Bride, I am
going to ask your advice on
something that is beginning to
worry me more than a little.
Lately my hair is beginning to
look faded. I can see lots of
gray hairs. It is too soon for this
to happen. Now, Aunt Bride,
can you give me the name of something that will restore it to its
natural color which was a nice
shade of brown ? There are
plenty of hair restorers advertised but I dare not use any of
them. I want to be sure that
what I am going to use is all
right.
I must admit, Aunt Bride, that
I am very sensitive about this as I
know that after a while more than
I will notice it. Of course you
will think I am vain but I just
can't help feeling bad.
If you will advise me I shall be
very grateful.
?

K. D.

Worrying
Dear K. D.,
whether little or much is warranted to make a bad matter
worse whether the matter is gray
and faded hair or somethingmore
serious. And have you ever noticed that if you fuss a lot over
the small affairs you are pretty
sure to have some real trouble
handed you to take up your attention and do your worrying
over ? It seems to work on the
principle our mothers used when
we children were inclined to fret.
"Stop your crying instantly
or I'll give you something to cry
the something being an
for,"
efficient spanking. Of course
fading hair seems no trifle until
the bigger trouble comes along.
If you are too young to have
your hair turn in the natural
course of things possibly the
?

?

condition of

your general health
give it proper care
to
failure
or

has something to do with its unsatisfactorycondition.

Of course
begins
the
hair
when
to
the time
turn gray depends largely on
inherited tendency. If your

mother's and grandmother's hair
turned at thirty or younger yours
is likely to do likewise. There is

no remedy taken internally or
applied externally which has the
slightest effect on the pigment at
the root of the hair. The gray
hairs will come in spite of you.
However, worry and mental
strain, overwork and unhygienic
living will hasten the change.
Occasionally a nervous shock will
blanch the hair over night.
Among Aunt Bride's acquaintances is a woman whose snowwhite mop of hair gives a striking effect to a round and youth-

EHK 3AOH3EB UtfiAfiT JffIKTVIITtt.

Those who know the
circumstances surrounding the.
acquisition of that silvery aureole,
are careful never to remind its
owner of it. It came to her in the
ful face.

course of a few hours. Accidentally she was left behind in a vault
and locked in. When she was
found the next day she was unconscious and when sherecovered
from a week's illness her black
hair had turned white. Once
in a while hair which has lost its
color as a result of shock or illhealth regains its tone as its
owner becomes more vigorous.
Hair tonics without number
are advertised as the best ever
but the only benefit to be derived from any of them is in
the little massage involved in
rubbing in the liquid or paste.
No drug can be absorbed by the
skin of the scalp in sufficient
quantity to produce much effect.
Massage is about the only
treatment in addition to proper
shampooing which has any effect in stimulating growth.
Massage your scalp for five
minutes once or twice a day.
A much longer time devoted
at irregular intervals is of
no value. Do it regularly, a
very little and briskly everyday.
The ends of the fingers of both
hands should be applied to the
scalp as closely as possible and
rubbed gently backward and forward, alternating with a circular
movement.
Be careful not to
pull too hard on the hair. At
times the scalp itself ought to
be moved on the bones underneath.
Occasionally some
woman tells you she never combs
or brushes her hair any more
than is necessary to dress it
because she always pulls out so
many hairs. To keep it in healthy
condition your hair should be
very thoroughly combed and
brushed twice a day. Do it with
systematic brushing at night before going to bed and in the
morning.
If the right sort of
brush is used the hair which
comes out is all dead hair and
ought to be removed. Of course
you should use gentleness and
have the right sort of tools to
work with. The comb should
have long blunt teeth not set
too close together. Sharp rough
teeth will do a lot of damage.
Look to the bristles when buying a brush. The back doesn't
matter, you know. See that the
bristles are stiff and flexible and
set apart so the brush will be
easy to clean.
The hair and scalp must have
frequent washings in order to
be healthy. How often depends
on the condition of your hair
and the dustiness of your surroundings. Some think once a
month often enough, others once
a week. It takes more time than
more of us like to give to do it
once a week but if you deliberately try to cut down the time to
the smallest limit, you will get

Season of
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address
Denis A. McCarthy,
Sacred Heart Review.
East Cambridge, Mass.

You will like Mr. McCarthy's readings
better if you know his poems. Send for
"A Round of Rimes " and 'Voices from
Erin," post-paid $1.07 each. Or you can
obtain either book FREE with one NEW
subscription to the Sacred Heart Review

at $2.00.

Mr. McCarthy's new book, " Heart Songs and
Home Songs," is now on sale at $1.00 a copy. Send
orders to above address.

good training in deftness and ef- Colleges and JLcademies
ficiency as well as getting the
job done in surprisingly short
Dawdling over personal
time.
details always seems near the
of the Fatheri of the
unpardonable line. Get busy and Under the direction
Society of Jesus.
sharp
turn your attention
on it.
collegiate department.
(UniversityHeights, Newton).
That
Do it quickly and well.
Years Classical Course leading to the
ought to be your ambition about Fonr
Degree of Bachelor of Arts.
all work and you might as well HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.
(761 Harrison Avenue, Boston).
make a beginning on washing
Four Years Course ftuibracing all stndiei
anywhere.
your hair as
preparatory to College. Special Courses
arranged for those wbo do not wish to
Usually it's a mistake to think
pursue the study of the Classics.
Charles W.Lyons S. ,T. President
that frequent washings will re- Rkv.
Rev.Michafx jEssup,S. J.. Dean of the
College Department.
move the oil and make the hair Rev. John J. Gkoghan, rt. J., Prefect of
Studies & Principal of the High School
dry. The rubbing and cleaning
Department.
(All written communications to be lent to
stimulate the oil glands at the
761 Harrison Aye., Boston).
base of the hair. It is rarely
necessary to use oil or vaseline.
Any white soap will answer for
cleaning the hair.
Rub it in
MANCHESTER, N. H.
thoroughly and then rinse very
every
trace Conducted by the Benedictine Fathers
carefully?to remove
of the soap. Use cold water for
Academic and College dethe last rinsing. Sage tea is an
partments. Healthful locaold-fashioned tonic for fading
tion, large gymnasium. Thorhair. Steep the sage leaves and
ough courses. Apply for
add the solution to the rinsing
catalog to
water. It will darken your hair
THE REV. DIRECTORI
without injuring it.
Aunt Bride.

BOSTON COLLEGE
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ST Anselm's College

Loss of Appetite

Is commonly gradual; one dish after another
Those are not
is set aside till few remain.
eaten with much relish, and are often so light
as not to afford much nourishment.
Loss of appttite is one of the first indications that the system is running down, and
the cis nothing else so good for it as Hood's
Sarsaparilla?the best of all tonics.
Accept no substitute for Hood's.

MT. ST. JOSEPH ACADEMY
BRIGHTON, MASS.

Boarding and Day School for
Young Ladies
for further particulars apply to the

SISTER SUPERIOR

GREYLOGK REST
Conducted

by

the

SISTERS OF PROVIDENCE
This health resort located in Berkshire County offers many attractions
to convalescents, or those Buffering
from overwork, nervous debility, or
chronic ailments. It is fully equipped
with modern systarn ot Baths and apparatus for vibratory massage and
electrical treatment.
While presenting none of the features of a general hospital, it insures to
its patients the intelligent service of
trained nurses, and the comforts and
liberties of the home circle.
Persons mentally deranged are not
admitted.
Address applications to
SISTER SUPERIOR,
Greylock Rest, Adams, Mass,

Academy of th«> Assumption
WELLESLEY HULLfI, MASS.
This Academy situated in the suburbs of
Boston is only a few miles from the city. It is
in the line of the Boston and Albany Railroad.
The location is one of the most healthful and
picturesque in New England. The grounds are
extensive, affording ample advantages for out
door exercise.
The curriculum of studies is
thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the
brancnes necessary for a refined education
For particulars as to terms for boarders or day
pupils apply to
SISTER SUPERIOR.
Attached to the Academy is a preparatory
school for boys between the ages of 5 and 14.
The object of this school is to give such a general education as will fit pupils to enter college

REDDIN

SCHOOL

The only Secular Catholic School
in Boston

" Individual Instruction "

Civil Service

Shorthand

and Evening Sessions
Position When Competent
Preparation
Civil Service
a Specialty
120 BoylstOll St., Boston Sfnd for Catalog
Day
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THE ROSARY HOUR.
BYA. F. D.
When, with remembering lips,
I cast mine Aye» on the lengthening
night,
1 launch a thousand ship l ,
White, sun-swept ships, to sail af ar and
afree,
And stand for me
When I shall stand no longer in God's
sight.
?

I loose »ho winged words
Upon some lonely hour

in silence

thrust,?
A flock, methinks, of birds
Flying to lift on some eternal slope
Sweet tongues of hope
When voices fail and fall, and lips are
dust.
?

Aye Maria.

MARYANN'S VOCATION.
Missions are oftentimes attended by the most unexpected
results, as witness the mission
that left Miss Maryann Donnelly
with a vocation. I do not mean
to insinuate that Maryann was a
great sinner; it was simply because she was not the type of
young woman whose mind turns
naturally to the serious things of
life that her sudden serious
thought for the future was surprising.
Maryann "cut" the largest
formal party of the season and
on the evening that the idea
dawned consulted one of the
missionary Fathers in regard to
her suddenly acquired problem.
Her mind had turned, of course,
she said, to give her life to God
within the sacred precincts of
the cloister.
The missionary Father, as
missionary Fathers are apt to be,
was a good judge of character.
Furthermore, he had known
Maryann and Maryann's family
He listened courfor years.
teously while Maryann spoke
and when she had finished, abruptly asked her:?
may I ask, is your
" What, religious
life ? "
idea of the
Unconsciously, Maryann folded
her hands and raised her eyes
sanctimoniously to the ceiling.
I hawdly
" Why-I-really,
vaguely.
know," she said,
It developed in time that her
idea was a strangely one-sided
one. Maryann had been prevented by an unusual combination of circumstances from ever
coming in contact with Sisters.
She thought of their existence
as an idealized state of bliss in
which dim, taper-lighted chapels,
becoming white habits, and
deep organ notes predominated.
When the missionary Father remarked, not without purpose,
that taper-lighted chapels had to
be kept clean at the expense of
great physical effort and that

white habits required'much

paappeared
she
laundering,
tient

both incredulous and surprised.
"But I've never scrubbed a

floor in all my life," said Maryann, with the hint of a toss to

"1 really couldn't
her head.
enter an Order where I should
have hard physical work to do.
I'm not strong enough. Surely
Sisters don't do things like
that."
"Some of them do not, but
members of the active Orders do
many things besides singing and
praying. Don't think that by
taking the veil they pass forever
out of the world of little, irritating, every-day tasks and worThey do dispense with
ries.
some of them, but they are still
human." And he added more
in the same strain.
Maryann left his presence,
The
somewhat discouraged.
task of finding her niche in the
world looked considerably harder
than it had at first. She had decided that her vocation was not,
after all, so simple a thing as
she had previously believed it to
be. The missionary walked to
the door with her and quoted, in
parting, the words of that wise
and gentle shepherd of souls,
St. Francis dc Sales.
" We must make you a Christian," he said, "before we think
of making you a nun." And he
added, noting the sudden sadness
of her face:
"Just trust God to show you
what He wants of you. Things
will work out in His own good
time so that you will know. All
of us have some work to do for
Him. You will find yours naturally and easily in time."
Whereupon Maryann went
home, like the rich young man of
the Bible, very sad at heart.
" If I were a girl in a story,"
she told herself bitterly, " I
should make jellies for sick old
ladies and become the mainstay of
my whole family, too. But I detest jellies and I couldn't make
one if I tried. Besides, I don't
know any unattached old ladies I
could feed them to. As to my
." She paused elofamily
quently. Maryann's family comprised a father and mother and
younger brother and sister.
They were all unusually independent and self-sufficient, and
all busy about their several afNone of them needed
fairs.
Maryann's assistance.
Maryann Donnelly was twentyfive years old when she first
conceived the idea of her vocation, and, to her own mind at
least, fast becoming aged. She
was attractive and popular, but
she had failed, so far, to find the
young man who measured up to
her ideal amongher many friends.
Matrimony did not seem to her
a possible solution to her problem, and with the sad realization
that she had no "call" to thereligious life, she found her purposeless existence hard to bear.
Her friends noticed that she had
grown strangely quiet and preHaving caught a
occupied.
vision of her life as a useful, purposeful thing, it was unutterably
?

hard to be satisfied with it a« she
had previously lived. She re-

called the missionary's words
now and then, and tried to believe, as he had, that the circumstances of her life would lead
her, quietly and naturally, into
that place in the world which
God would have her fill. But
only those who have experienced
it can appreciate the agony of
soul with which, day after day,
she faced again the same problem, no nearer solution than it
had been at first.
Under the stress of her desire
for a useful existence, Maryann
made a visit to the mother house
of an Order of Sisters whose acquaintanceshe had made through
a mutual friend. But though
she enjoyed the visit and loved
the Sisters, she returned more
convinced than ever that the life
of the cloister was not for her.
She learned many things in
Marythose days of waiting.
family
ann's
had never made
great pretences to piety, any
more than had Maryann herself
in the days before the mission.
It was a wonderful and new experience to know the joys of
frequent Communion, of occasional visits to the Blessed Sacrament, of the things included in
that ideal of being a Christian.
Maryann's family smiled at first
and wondered how long the transformation would last, but as a
year wore away and Maryann continued her practises of devotion,
they grew to have some respect
for her steadfastness and to be
almost unconsciously influenced
by her example. And it was at
the end of that year, quietly and
naturally, as the missionary had
predicted, that the call came.
Passing down the street one
afternoon at some distance from
her home, Maryann tripped and
almost fell over two small urchins
scuffling on the sidewalk in front
of her. Recognizing the smaller
of the two, she dexterously extracted him from the clutches of
his antagonist, and holding him
by a torn collar at arm's length
surveyed him with a critical and
disapproving eye.
"Jack Westbrook," said Maryann in her gravest accents, "is
that you ? "
The culprit rubbed a rapidly
swelling bump on his forehead.
"Yassum, Miss Donnelly,"
he said, ruefully.
of your" Aren't you ashamed
Maryann
strug?"
demanded
self
gling to keep down the rising
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A Real Triumph
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tide of pity that threatened momentarily to overwhelm her.
The little boy studied the tips
of hi? shoes in rebellious silence.
" Aren't you ? " asked Maryann again, punctuating her remarks by a vigorous shake.
There was no response.
The
other boy, who had been watching the proceedings from a distance, turned and trotted away
down the street to safer regions.
( To be continued.)
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Medical.
The Tea and Coffee Habit.
Mr. Taylor, of Philadelphia,
has reached the conclusion that
children who drink tea or coffee
are not as fit physically or mentally as those who do not drink
it. He makes the statement that
children who drink much coffee
do poorer work in school and
rank lower in conduct than those
who do not drink it.
It seems strange that parents
should encourage, this habit in
their children.
An investigation recently made
in a large high school showed
that eighty-three per cent, of the
pupils used tea or coffee, or both
habitually. Some said they
could not eat a meal "without
something to drink." Many of
them confessed that they were
restless in their sleep, and a few
said they could hardly get any
They
sleep at all at night.
thought that the trouble was due
to their " having too much to do
in school." They are constantly
over-stimulated by the alkaloids
in tea, coffee and cocoa, and consequently are in no condition to do
thoroughly good work in school.
Moreover, they are high-strung
and irritable.
If your children are drinking
tea and coffee regularly, they
are simply building up physical,
nervous and mental barriers in
their paths.
Do you know that many children are kept in the state of
chronic over-stimulation by excessive eating of chocolate at
soda fountains and in candy ?
Many children will be wakeful at
night if they eat chocolate candy
in any form after supper. The
next day they will be nervously
out of repair and will crave more
chocolate to make them feel better. When the reaction comes,
they*will need a still larger dose
of chocolate to whip up the system; and so it goes on in a vicious
circle.
Why do you encourage your
children to form habits which
will be as millstones about their
necks ?? Mother's Magazine.

There is only one way really
to cure corns or callous places.
That is toremove the pressure or
friction which is the cause of
them. Most so-called corn-cures
contain salicylic acid, which kills
the tissues to which it is applied
1264 CAMBRIDGE STREET
so that the corn can be taken
EAST CAMBRIDGE
out. If the cause is allowed to
remain, however, th« corn will
immediately return. Going barefoot is the most certain way to
cure corns. Burning of the feet
JAMES J. SHEA
may be due wholly to the irrita323 Broadway
tion caused by the corns or callous places. On the other hand,
it is most commonly caused by
uric-acid conditions. In this case
407 Cambridge Street
OFFICES:
calcium-carbonate compound in3 Kiver Street & 4 Western Avenue
ternally and bathing with hot
Telephono Connection
Epsom-salts lotions are the treatment used.
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The ousewife.
H
Household Hints.
Salt and vinegar will remove
stains from discolored teacups.
Vinegar added to blacklead

gives a more lasting polish to the
grate.
A cut lemon rubbed over fishy

knives will entirely remove the
unpleasant odor of fish that invariably clings to them.
To cool jellies or blanc-mange
in a short time, take a handful of
salt and the same of soda: put it
in a bowl of water and stand the
jelly-mould in it.
When making short-crust
pastry try adding to the water
with which you mix it just a little
lemon-juice; it makes it lighter,
and also improves the flavor.
If parsnips are being served
with a roast joint they can be
cooked underneath the meat
trivet. This not only gives this
vegetable a delicious flavor but
saves gas. Potatoes can be done
in the same way.
Three-cornered tears are frequent in rain-coats made of rubber material. To mend these
cut two pieces of the rubber you
use for tyremending purposes
and stick them over the tear,
using the rubber solution used for
mending punctures, and finally
rubbing a little French chalk
over the mend. This will
scarcely show on the right side
of the rain-coat. Any articles
made of this rubber material
should be doctored in this way
rubber gloves, sponge bags, etc.
?
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GARTER STOCKING
$3.00
Stout Silk
$3.00
Fine Silk
$2.00
Linen

Walter F.
Foot
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& Co.

Specialists 25 years.
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120Boylston St., Boston, Mass

in. How any father or mother
can go to sleep with an easy conscience while their boys or girls
are out, and they don't know
where they are, is something

hard to understand.

How to Wash Shawls.
To wash knitted or crochet
shawls fold them as flat as possible and lay carefully in a pillow
case, run through at intervals
with basting thread to keep flat.
Then they should be treated like
other flannel or woolen goods.
If washed separately, observe
the usual precautions for woolen
goods, gently squeezing through
the hands and keeping the suds
and rinsing water of the same
lukewarm temperature. Take
out of pillow case, but do not
hang knitted goods up to dry.
Put in the oven on a big platter,
shaking and turningoccasionally,
or lay on a clean cloth in the sunshine.

Parental Care.
Keep your eye on your children's conduct at all times, as
far as possible. Let them never
be far away from you if you can
help it, and make it your business
always to know where they are.
EAST CAMBRIDGE MASS
Insist that they shall come
straight home after school, and,
then, if they want to go anywhere, let them ask permission.
St. John Chrysostom, speaking
fifteen hundred years ago, said:
'' People take better care of their
cows and horses than they do of
THE
their children ! " And is it not
ONLY
true to-day ? If you have a
NATIONAL BANK
horse or a cow you always know
in Cambridge
pretty well where they are to be
found. Can you say the same of Interest begins on the first
day of every month
your children? Even at night,
when they should all be in the
Hours 9 A M to 2 P M
house, many of you do not know
Saturday 9 A M to 12 M
where they are. They are running the road somewhere and Under the supervision of the
learning no good, you may de- UNITED STATES
pend on that. That is criminal
GOVERNMENT
carelessness on the part of the
Incorporated 1853
The
parents who permit it.
youngsters should never be allowed out after dark, and even
When Patronizing
with the grownup ones, you
they
should be
should insist that
Our Advertisers
in at an early hour. There must
Please Mention
be no going to bed and leaving
open
for them to come
the doors
The Review.
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certain that they fell from their
condition as angels. St. Peter
says that " God spared not the
angels that sinned; but having
OR
FALLEN ANGELS
cast
them down into the place of
DEVILS.
torment,
delivered them into the
Account ol Tbeir Fall.
chains
of
hell to be reserved
God Himself being infinitely unto judgment." Our Lord Himgood, all tbat He Himself makes self speaks of the place of ever!
cannot but be good. Dut God. as lasting punishment "prepared
liberty.
gives
us
we see ourselves,
for the devil and his angels."
He leaves us a good deal to ourTheir Occupation.
selves. We see tbat we possess
fallen angels being exThe
liberty, which we can use as we cluded forever from the presIike. And we see that men often ence of God are filled with rage
use this liberty very badly. It and despair. They cannot rest.
not unfrequently happens that They are envious of us, as being
those who have the highest qual- made by God to enjoy the hapities. and are distinguished tor piness of heaven, which they
great beauty and high ability, have lost. And so they do everybecome proud of themselves. thing they can to mar the work
They look down on others, and of
God in the world amd in our
will not submit to do or to be like | souls, and to turn us away
them, and thus others come to from serving God and gaining
dislike and avoid them; and those heaven. They are possessed of
who might have done great high powers and intelligence,
things and have been the first and could easily prevail over us
and highest come to be the low- were they permitted to do so.
est and worst. Now this which But they seem to be restrained
we so often see among ourselves by what we allow them to do.
happened among the angels. They
can lay snares for us and
They were bright and beautiful tempt us, and contrive evil for
creatures as God made them, en- us, as the angels of God contrive
dowed with higher qualities and our good; but they cannot sucpowers than anything we know ceed except through our connivof. Dut being so high they ance or consent. They brought
They
sought to be higher.
evil and misery into the world,
thought too much ot themselves but
not until our first parents
to submit to God and His holy had consented to their temptawill. We do not know anything tion; and this gave them an actor certain respecting the par- tual power in the world. In Holy
ticular way in which these angels Scripture Satan is not only called
sinned. Lut it seems that one ot Beelzebub, the Prince of Devils
the highest ot them, whom we and the Prince of Darkness, but
call Inciter, or Satan, or the our Lord calls him the Prince of
Devil, led the others by his ex- this world, implying that he has
ample into this sin ot pride, and a power in this world. And
theretore he and all who tollowed when the devil tempted our
him were cast out trom the pres- Lord, he claimed power over the
ence ot God. and " their place kingdoms of the world and the
was tound no more in heaven." glory of them, to give them to
Lut whatever were the circum- whomsoever he would. The hisstances ottheir sin. it is quite

FriendlyHints.

V'H

" Tell me honestly," said the
novel reader to the novel writer,
"did you ever see a woman who
stood and tapped the floor impatiently with her toe for several
O. L. 215. 81288 2 12 to 8
moments, as you describe ?
"
"Yes," was the thoughtful
reply, " I did once."
Tory of Job is an account of the
"Who was she?"
harm and mischief contrived by
" She was a clog-dancer."
the devil against the servants of
God in order to turn them from
The conversation turned on
His service. The power of the the effect produced
the
devil to do mischief is described tions by pictorial art,on whenemoone
in the Book of Tobias. St. Peter
man remarked:
says that he goes about as a roar" I remember one picture that
ing lion, seeking whom he may
brought tears to my eyes."
devour.
"A pathetic subject, I presume ? "
"No. sir; it was a fruit painting. I was sitting close under it
dropped on my head."
Mother.?lf you fell in the when it
water, why are your clothes
dry?
A small boy astride of a
Tommy.?l took 'em off in case donkey was taking some supplies
of accident.
to an army camp in Texas not
long ago, and got there just as a
My wife would detachment of soldiers, preceded
Winkle.
make a good member of Parlia- by a band, was marching past.
ment.
The lad dismounted and held
Hinkle.?Why ?
the bridle of the donkey tightly
Winkle.?She's always intro- in his hand.
ducing bills into the house.
"Why are you holding on to
your
brother so hard ? " asked a
"So you want to know where
of soldiers who were
group
flies come from, Tommy ? Well,
standing
near and wanted to
the cyclone makes the house-fly,
country
boy.
the
tease
the blacksmith makes the firemight .enlist,"
I'm
he
"
afraid
fly, the carpenter makes the .sawsaid
the
lad.
!
fly, the driver makes the horsefly, the grocer makes the sand-fly,
and the lodger makes the butter-fly."
Nature
"You must keep your mouth
will be
shut when you are in the water,"
Revenged
A
said the mother to little Thomas.
Why
?"
asked
Thomas.
"
"Because you might swallow
some of it," she replied.
day you must answer
your feet,
to
"Well, what if I did, there's
You can't break all laws of
plenty more, isn't there ? "
foot-health
and not suffer
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A medical student once asked
a distinguished professor if there
were not more recent works on
anatomy than those in the college
library.
"Young man,"

said the professor, "there have been very

Mount Auburn Monumental
Granite Works
583 Mt. Auburn Street,
cheerfully famished.

few new bones added to the
human body during the last
twenty years."
paid the young medigraduate,
cal
"in your two
weeks' abst-nce I managed to
cure Mrs. Goldenby of her indigestion."
" My boy," said the old d. ctor,
"I'm proud of you, of course;
but Mrs. Goldenby's indigestion
was what put you through college."
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danger signals. Jordan Shoes
nature-shaped shoes.
They allow normal bone and
muscle action.

$4.50 to 16.00

Walter F. Jordan & Co.

120Boylston St., Boston, U. S. A.
You can secure Jordan Shoes no mat
ter where you live, fk nd for valuable
free booh?" The Cure vj the Feet."

